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This dissertation is a critique of the
present state
of liberal education in America and of many
of the beliefs

and assumptions which underlie it.

The author feels that

much of the effort for educational reform, especially
in teacher training institutions, is based on a mechanism of
reaction
to the claims of conservative educators.

This "reactive" psy-

chology has prevented progressive educators from formulating a

rational plan of reform and has in fact made them unconscious
contributors to the problem.
While this dissertation concentrates on the educational

needs of the Black community, it is applicable to all groups
who use the public school system as the basis of the formal

education of their children.

The upper middle class community,

from which many progressive educators come, use the home for

much of the training their children need.

These children us-

ually have little problem succeeding in the plethora of unstruc

iv-

tured innovative educational alternatives.

An educational program relevant to the Black
community
must be cognizant of the oppressed condition of Black
people
in this country.

It must be designed to succeed within the

racism and poverty that exists.

This obligation can not be

avoided by substituting the goal of the removal of these ever
present realities of life in the Black community.

Chapter One presents a review of the literature.

It

attempts to analyze and question the conclusions that have been

reached by the more progressive educators.

What is especially

disturbing is the disagreement on whether to place blame for the
failure of urban education exclusively on either the teacher
or on the student.

Such arguments have become central to the

whole educational reform process and reflect the lack of any

meaningful effort to improve education in the inner city.
Chapter Two examines the parameters restricting the a-

mount and type of change in America.

This is done in the inter-

est of understanding the options facing the Black community
in a predominately white society.

It suggests that it is

necessary for Black people to go through a process of selfdevelopment parallel to that of other immigrant groups that
— v—

have been assimilated into the fabric
of American society.

Chapter Three seeks to establish a theoretical
basis for

analyzing the relationship between education
and the development of the Black community.

It examines the role played by

social movements in effecting change and offers
a power-inclusion model for excluded groups.

Chapter Four takes the tools of analyses presented in
chapter three and applies them to an existing movement.

The

Black Muslim educational system was used "because of the unique
and comprehensive role it plays within the Nation of Islam

specifically, and the Black community in general.

Chapter Five summarizes the findings and conclusions arrived at in the first four chapters and outlines an educational

model that has a realistic chance for success in the Black
community.

This model is b~sed on the assumption that a sound

Black educational system will directly contribute to the growth
and development of the entire community.

This dissertation reaches several conclusions and raises

important questions about the future of education in the inner
city.

It is especially concerned with massive integration

efforts that are supposed to solve the problems of racism
-vi-

and provide equal educational opportunities for
all.

Many

of these efforts have been detrimental to the
education of

Black children.

It has resulted in the elimination of the

"Black" school system that existed in the south and overt

segregation has often been replaced by a more insidious

tracking system.
Discipline has become a dirty word in "progressive" education, yet the rich continue to send their young to military

academies and traditional preparatory schools.

Proponents

of affective and cognitive approaches to education act as if the

two are separate entities.

Active control of inner-city school

systems by Black educators is resisted by entrenched predomin-

antly white teacher unions and administrative staff.

The

ideology of a developing community is banned from the public
school system.

Yet, unless the schools nurture an ideology

of Black unity and self-development they must continue to par-

ticipate in the oppression of that community.

The logical

result of this oppression is the continued failure of urban

schools to educate.

•

•
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PREFACE

nils dissertation is an attempt
to define a relevant and

meaningful educational program for
Black children in America.
It will, of course, have
implications for the education of all

children but will concentrate on possible
solutions for the edu-

cation of Black children.

At times race and class analysis may

intertwine, but this, is a result of the
atypical position of

Black people in Americas a people whose
history and present con-

dition is based upon a combination of racial
and economic factors.

Any solution to the problems of Black education will
be

a

Black solution in the sense that it will be one decided
upon and
implemented by Black people.

White America has failed to in-

clude Black people in the mainstream of society and may be in-

capable of doing so even if so inclined.

.

If we are talking of

restructuring society then many things become possible but without basic changes in economic structure, attitudes, and govern-

ment, Black educational development will primarily be based on
the efforts of Black people.

Even in a climate of neutral atti-

tudes, change would be difficult if not impossible.

In a climate

marked by hostile attitudes, genocide becomes as much a possi-

bility as inclusion.*
-x-

.

CHAPTER ONE

THE INTRAMURAL DEBATE
The basic contention of this chapter
is that "progressive"

education in this country is little more
than

a

reaction to

established research that has concentrated
on blaming the
victim.

The sixties and early seventies have
witnessed a

running debate between status quo oriented
apologistic intellectuals and their second generation counterparts.

The

first generation in an understanding, albeit
condescending,

manner put the blame for their failure on the victim, while
the second generation champions the victim and blames
society

and especially the teacher.

The lines have been drawn and it

seems to make more difference which side wins than what

happens to the children in whose interest the battle is being
fought

This reaction syndrome has led to the adoption of certain

attitudes and assumptions that limit the range of possibilities
for developing alternative structures that might be able to

successfully combat the continuing failure of America's
schools.

Reaction mechanisms also preclude an honest evalua-

tion of the facts because of a well-grounded fear that the

-2"

eneTn y"

win

twist

-the

"truth" to their own advantage.

New myths are created to supplant old myths and
because

a

plan of action based on myths becomes untenable "hope"
becomes the only go al left.

Yet,

ironically enough, the fan-

ning of this flame of hope may be the only valuable legacy left

by more than a decade of misdirected debate.

If there is

still hope, if the creation of a hope factor has become a

reality, then Black people may yet throw off the bonds of white

intellectual debate and carve out for themselves
solution to their ovm educational problems.

a

meaningful

It is important

to study the background of this debate that has left Black

people with such a small but vital legacy.

A.

Culture of Poverty

During and following World War II a large migration of
Southern rural Blacks flooded Northern cities.

2

This new

urban population, attracted by the promise of jobs, real

freedom and prosperity, soon discovered the institutions of the
3
North were little different than those of the South.

As

the migration continued masses of rural Blacks found them-

selves without work, without adequate housing, clothing or food.

-3-

They were forced into dehumanizing
reliance on public welfare.
Slums spread and quickly became
centers of crime, poverty and

mis- education.

The lives of the people caught
in this morass

were depicted, because of their race
and socio-economic
conditions, as being deviant 4
.

self-perpetuating.

with time it was also seen as

This led to the development in social sci-

ence literature of the concept of a culture
of poverty.

A

"culture" of the poor that was responsible for
their continual!

deteriorating conditions.

Possibly the single most important volume in tracing the
growth and influence of the culture of poverty concept and
the resulting counter arguments is Culture and Poverty by

Charles A. Valentine.-

This book is especially valuable to

this thesis for several reasons.

First,

it gives a clear

description of what national policy has resulted from the
culture of poverty thesis.

It is extremely important for the

reader to remember the basic facts of this description, not

only whether they are truth or false.

Secondly, we see the

challenge to the assumptions upon which the culture of poverty
concept is based.

Third, and finally, the reaction mechanisms

-4-

a t work that produce "counter proposals" are presented.

Before sketching a history of the development of the

concept of a culture of poverty, Valentine first gives us
a 'brief lesson in the anthropological and philosophical

underpinning of the concept of culture and the danger of
ethnocentric interpretation of statistical data.

He starts

with a definition:
A classical anthropological definition of cul-

ture is "that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, laws, customs, and

any other capabilities and habits acquired by
man as a member of society".^ A more modern definition refers to the "organization of experience" shared by members of a community, including
"their standards for perceiving, predicting, jud-

ging and acting."^
A refinement of this definition becomes necessary to

focus on the points he makes throughout the book; particularly the basic integrity of all cultures (i.e. deviation

becomes meaningless ) and the inability to use statistics
from other cultures in a framework of analysis based on
the parameters of your own culture.

- 5-

In developing the culture concept and usir.m it
to interpret many varieties of social existence,

anthropologists and other scholars have clarified
a number of basic issues underlying the human condition.
One such insight is the recognition that
through culture men collectively adapt themselves
to environmental conditions and historical circumstances.
Cultures have thus come to be understood
as adaptive responses to such conditions and circumstances.
Indeed, environing habitats and external historical influences are among the major kinds
of factors that men cope with by means of their cultures

7
r

.

Now that Valentine has issued his warning, he proceeds to
show examples of how these basic rules were violated in studying the poor urban Black and how this violation produced a

culture of poverty concept with strong deviant, negative, and

moralistic implications by white middle class standards.

Val-

entine concludes our introductory lesson with the speculation
cultures
that "several investigations of the problem of class

much the
suggest that the cultural values of the poor may be

practice bcsame as middle-class values merely modified in

cause of situational stresses.

„8

concept begins
To Valentine negative culture of poverty

0

- 6-

with

E.

Franklin Frazier's depiction of the life of the urban

black poor as completely disorganized, of the Black middle
c],ass

struggling to capture the culture of their white

counterparts and of the hope for Negro Americans lying in the
same direction.

Valentine goes on to say:

Within this context Frazier creates an image
of the black poor as so abysmally disorganized and
so hopelessly infected with social pathologies
that they even lack public opinion, social control,
or community institutions.

This appears tc be

a

major source of one of the most prominent and
logically confused themes in the later conceptions
of "lower-class culture" and the "culture of poverty." While these constructs are labeled and treat-

a

ed as "cultures," they are nevertheless presented

as so lacking in basic elements of organization

universal among human lifeways that they stand
quite outside any usual definition of the term
culture.
Thus life in the culture of the poor takes
on the paradoxical meaning of life without culture,
or at least without major elements previously understood as necessary aspects of culture.

o

Frazier's thesis was brought to the present snd made

national policy due to the personal efforts of Nathan Glazer
and Daniel Patrick Moynihan.

Beyond the Welting Pot

]
.

Moynihan with Glazer produced

As a presidential advisor the now

.

-7-

famous author was contributing to the findings of the
Coleman

Report by editing papers by a Harvard faculty seminar with

Frederick Mosteller On Equality of Educational Opportunity

.

The weight of this work and others contributed to the development of the culture of poverty as cultural deprivation

and

this deprivation was primarily due to the weak Negro family

structure 11
.

The concept of the culturally disadvantaged

child validated the patronizing and racist attitude of teachers
in urban schools and contributed to the further retardation

of the educational developement of the masses of Black children.
It is important to point out here, that Moynihan was an

influential presidential advisor and a valuable focal point
for this paper for one basic reason:

he wrote and advised

from the point of view and in the interests of white America.

While his critics might agree and damn him for

it,

it must be

remembered that the majority of Americans are white and

it is

the white power structure with whom Black people in America

must deal.

At some point it becomes irrelevant whether Moy-

nihan is right.
right

It is important that he is accepted as being

-8-

Mor ia.it surprising that serious
ar.d sober observers have come to see' Moynihan as
both an intellectual apologist and a political
strategist for maintaining the intergroup status quo in
America, not
only in race relations but with
respect to the class
system as well. 2

Many intellectuals and liberals think the
best course
of action is refuting his thesis as the
basis for a real

program of change.

Along these lines Valentine quotes Ralph

Ellison (referring to Moynihan and particularly Glazer):
Our nation has thus far been fortunate in that
anti-Negro racism has been relatively crude.... Tt
has not had the support of sophisticated past Marxist, sociology-oriented apologetics .... It would be
tragically ironic if the violent anti-Negro racists
were handed such ideological justification by intellectuals, who themselves could only reap chaos from
supplying such a dangerous weapon.
I believe, nevertheless, that such danger exists, and that it might
well be being created in the form of just such apol+
....-'
ogetics

•13

To think the course of history rests on the efforts of

apologists is perhaps putting an emphasis on the influence of
thought that even Weber might have hesitated to do.

Given the

structure of our society and the interaction of all levels,

Moynihan can be viewed as the emergence of a part of the level

-9-

of ideas to meet the needs of the political and economic

levels.

If it had not been Moynihan it would have been

som'eone else.

ogists".

The same applies to Jensen and all other "apol-

Societies find the men that espouse the theories

that justify maintenance of the status quo.

Essential to the initial development of the concept of
a culture of poverty and to federal aid to the poor was the

task of convincing "middle" America that there was poverty in

their midst.
v*.
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First, Senate investigations began to

bring examples of poverty into middle class homes via television.

14

An appeal was made for help for these losers

our society.

m

No attack was made on the basic causes, such as

racism and our brand of capitalism.

It was an attempt to dev-

elop America's social conscience.
The second, and possibly more destructive element, was
the development of the concept of relative deprivation.

This was

used to expand the number of people who could be classified
as poor and to add another argument for the existence of a

- 10 -

widespread culture of poverty.

^

It also answered writers'

claims that the poor in this country had a material existence
far above the majority of the people in the world and therefore

were not really bad off.

Relative deprivation means that you

have to define poverty within the context of the society and
culture in which it exists.
This is especially true in order to understand the emergence of psychological factors, like despair and apathy, that

are basic to a culture of poverty.

People perceive their con-

dition relative to someone else and act and react accordingly.
It also implies acceptance across the board of the status

definition of the relationships within society:

quo

a tacit agree-

ment by the poor of the analysis of their condition and their

inablilty to do other than play by the agreed upon rules of
the total society.

B.

Reaction
The reaction to a culture of poverty hypothesis by white

liberal intellectuals and some of their Black students follow se-

veral basic themes.

The first to be dealt with was the attempt

- 11 -

to turn the culture of poverty concept into
one of a culture
df survival mainly based on the generally accepted
values of

middle America,

Reactions, especially to Moynihan, pointed

out that the ethnocentric process of judging Black
life styles

by white middle class standards was unscientific and ignored
the realities of Black community life.*^
To accept census data on the number of Black homes where
a male head of household was absent, as the basis for declaring

these homes broken, was to display a total lack of awareness of

how the Black community operated,

It was pointed out by Lee

Rainwater, among others, that many male heads of households

would be present except for the requirements of welfare departments.
father.

Welfare benefits, in fact, demand the absence of the
Aid to Families of Dependent Children could only

be given to "broken" families.

It was a

matter of survi-

val not choice and in many instances the only time a male
was not present was the day the welfare worker visits.
This revelation left the Black community open to attack

by politicians who were drawing their support from the heavily

- 12 -

taxed working class whites.

A culture of poverty still existed

/

but it had now evolved from being centered around
broken homes
to being centered around "unstable" homes where
an inadequate

father figure was in fact "ripping off" his children's money
for liquor and dope.

ety and its racism.

In reaction liberals put the blame on soci-

The culture depicted by authors like Lee

Rainwater was viewed as one ideally designed to deal effectively

with a hostile environment.

It is hard to believe that anyone

who has lived within this culture could idealize it in any way,
could fail to understand its crippling nature, or could gra-

ciously assume that there is no alternative for the poor
because of their position on the bottom rung of the economic
and social ladder.

These assumptions are as basically racist

and apologetic as those of a white society that has continually

refused to accept blame or seriously attempt positive corrective action.

With the increasingly anti-poor reaction follow-

ing this new formulation, it became obvious that the reasons

behind the need of such a destructive survival mechanism are

being ignored.
This led to a massive effort to blame the system not the

^
- 13 -

yictim.

Personal and institutionalised
racism against the cul-

turally "different" perpetuated
the status quo and prevented
poor Black people from changing
their condition. As took after
book claimed, and study after
study showed, this was especially
true in the educational system
where so much hope for change
had

been placed.

C.

The Role of Higher Education

Institutions of higher education have claimed as their

burden the uplift
of mankind,
*
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increases a person's mental well being and career opportunities.
It is the equalizer in a society and the means by which poverty

and ignorance are eliminated.

This educational process can

be applied most effectively through our institutions of public

education.

Thus the burden falls to teachers and the colleges

and universities that prepare them.

Teachers are pivotal

in the creation of an enlightened society, dedicated to the

health and prosperity of all its members.
In most "progressive" schools of education in this country

the primary concern has been to train teachers as change agents.

- 14 -

Teaching is seen as a subversive activity
where the role of

teacher is paramount to any strategy for
change 18
.

Teachers

are presently the focal point in the
destruction of high poten-

tial "disadvantaged" children 19
.

"Progressive" institutions of

higher education are trying to produce new teachers
who will be
the basis of a mechanism for change.

It is generally accepted

that the primary responsibility for the educational process
is

held by the teacher.
In the report, A Possible Reality by the Metropolitan Ap-

plied Research Center, Inc., the school and the teacher are seen
as playing an important role in overcoming social injustices.
In summary, sociological and other dimensions of
social injustices are critical determinants of aca-

demic retardation only when they are permitted to intrude into, and dominate the atmosphere of the
schools.

They need not. Schools can be made an oasis of
acceptance, a haven sheltering and cushioning neglected children from the cruel realities of their
lives in blighted communities.

This they must do

if they are to increase the academic achievement

of these children.

There are, however, basic problems in relying on change
agents, teachers or others, to solve the problems we face in
our urban schools and create havens.

Sarason points out very

.

- 15 -

serious problems with this approach:
...the very fact that we have a concept
of 'agent
of change’ has the effect of obscuring
the necessity
for the agent of change to be able to
change his
judgement on the basis of new and more inf
ormation
If the more things change, the more they
remain the
came, it is because our ways of looking and
thinking
have not changed. This should not be surprising
when
one recognizes that the agents of change from
outside
the school culture are too frequently ignorant of
the

culture in which the change is to be imbedded, or if
they are part of the culture, they are themselves victims of that very fact.^

Most new change agents that are trained in progressive
schools of education come away with certain beliefs about schools
and teachers.

These beliefs are based on a rejection of the

traditional research that has been done in urban education
and has focused on teacher attitudes as being the basic causal

factor in the failure of urban children to learn.

The burden

of learning has been taken off the urban child in the classroom

by the teacher and off the child in educational literature because of this attitude of the teacher.

There are some extremely damaging conclusions that

.

- 16 -

follow from much of the current
research in urban
education and reading. Study after
study focuses
on the restricted language of
the urban poor, the
deprivations of early childhood, and, at
the extreme,
the supposed lower intelligence of
Blacks.
Many
scholars" have all but concluded that
minority
children cannot achieve without intervention
in

their homes and integration with higher
status white
children.
The research has propagated a myth of
Black " inferiority"

These findings are summed up by Kenneth Clark's famous
quote from the N ew York Times:
The answer to the question of the best way to
teach "the disadvantaged" is embarrassingly simple--

namely to teach them with the same expectations, the
same acceptance of their humanity and their educability and, therefore, with the same effectiveness as one
would teach the more privileged child.

Basically the only learning disadvantage that counts for
poor black students is said to be the schools they go to and the

attitudes of the teachers in those schools.

Students are stuck

with this situation, however, and as educators we must go beyond

where we stand and find a way to overcome this obstacle.
Sarason gives us a clue how not to deal with teachers:
The more

I

have read about and personally observed

- 17 -

efforts to introduce change in the
classroom the more
clear several things have become. First,
those who
attempt to introduce a change rarely, if ever,
begin
the process by being clear as to where the
teachers are,
that is, how and why they think as they do.
In short,
they are guilty of the very criticism they
make of
teachers:
not being sensitive to what and how
and

why children think as they do. As a result,
teachers
react in much the same way that many children do and
that is with the feeling they are both wrong and
stupid.
(Holt, 1969)

Second, those who attempt to introduce a
change seem unaware that they are asking teachers to
urilccirn

and learn,

^hird, if there is any one principle common to efforts at a change, it is that one
effects change by telling people what is the "right"

way to act and think. Here, too, those who want
change do exactly that for which they criticize teachers.

The picture Sarason paints asks the question, who are the

day to day influencers of teachers?

If,

in fact, teachers act

in similar behavior patterns to students then our loading re-

sponsibility solely on them makes them more closed and rejecting to change.
In trying to call a lie to the burden of "blame" that has

been put on students "progressive" educators have championed the
cause of "blaming" teachers.

Many educators have attacked teachers'

- 18 -

racist attitudes and concern for discipline as being responsible for Black children failing to learn.
is

While this attack

justified it does little to improve education and pro-

bably has deleterious effects due to the alienation of teachers
Perhaps both are "victims".

as a group.

In a further attempt to stem the rising tide of anti-

Black sentiment and to continue to attack the concept of a
culture of poverty, social scientists turned to class analysis.

They pointed out that the problems of the poor we re not exclusively Black problems and that poor whites had very
similar life patterns and levels of achievement.
a culture of poverty it was not Black or white,

If there was
it applied to

all poor people; its analysis in racial terms was meaningless.

Politically poor Black and white people had a common interest
in changing the structure of society to alleviate poverty for

everyone.

This "leftist" analysis was attacked by shrewd

politicians.

They knew poor working class whites did not

want to be called niggers and would support efforts to curb the
influence of those "pinko intellectuals"

•

Thus the

liberal

intellectual community suffered a major setback in its attempt

- 19 -

to get "progressive" ideas and
possible solutions accepted.

The political reaction led to a
re-evaluation of the whole

concept of poverty.

Working class whites were no longer will-

ing to pay for "relative deprivation".

They supported candidates

who were opposed to or critical of welfare,
minority education and compensatory programs.

The way to deal with the cul-

ture of poverty was to hire more police, not
to pamper Black

people who apparently had enough income to live on
if they spent
it right.

D.

Integration?
Liberals in America are caught in a dilemma.

They have to

believe that the present system is flexible enough to change
to permit broad based participation in the mainstream of Amer-

ican life.

While poverty may not disappear it will be signi-

ficantly lessened and will not be determined by race, color,
or creed.

Recognizing the obstacles that will have to be over-

come, especially in dealing with personal and institutional

racism, they see this change as coming about through a slow

process of evolution which will be accomplished by the youth of
America.

The school then with its emphasis on socialization

^
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becomes a logical focus of
efforts to strengthen this
evolutionary process. The educational
system can be used to provide
initial equality of opportunity
and an environment to remove

racial fears and misunderstanding.
integration

(

through desegregation

has the highest priority.

Given both of these goals,
)

of the school system

The arguments leading to the
Brown

Supreme Court decision were based on the
fact that the only way
/

t0 S uarant « e equal educational
opportunity (teachers, supplies,
etc.

)

was to require Black and white students
to attend the

same schools

217
.

It was also hoped that by being together,

in-

stead of apart, Blacks and whites would come to
understand and

even like each other.

This was seen as an essential step in

combatting racism in a future adult society.

Middle class Blacks favored integration for an additional
reason.

Having experienced the hate and destructiveness in-

herent in white racism, they feared that separation might ul-

timately mean extermination.
a part of mainstream America.

Survival was based on becoming

^

Yet, this decision against Black

unity (for survival) meant exposing Black America to the full
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destructiveness of white racism
without the corresponding
support of a developed
culture and ideology. By
givi n .
tacit acceptance to American
society, integration 1st s
have
forced that acceptance with
the incumbent negative
definition
of Black people on Black
children.
This has resulted in an

educational program that attempts
to force an acceptance of
the status quo, thereby preventing
Black children from seeing any alternative to their
present position in the society.

Desegregation has forced Black children
into white schools
where this lesson is enforced. 30

It has also removed many

Black teachers and administrators who
may not have been as

destructive to the psyches of their students
as their white
counterparts.

It has brought about the development
of separate

tracks instead of separate schools, surely a more
destructive system.

Instead of resolving racial tensions it has

increased then, not only in the schools "between students

"but

among white parents who have an additional focal point for
re-

sisting Black development. 31

This resistance is proven by

the continuing failure to enforce federal civil rights laws.

3^

^
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Generally accepted studies such as Teaching and Learning in

C

ity

Schools by Eleanor Leacock offer indisputable evidence that racism and classism are so ingrained in the American mind that

their transference is the basic business of the schools.
It would seem that far from combatting racism, desegrega-

tion is increasing

it.

This is most dangerously reflected in the

political direction this country has taken.

A direction that is

increasingly pro-white working class in its rhetoric and anti-Black
and pro-big business in reality.

Has it prevented the genocide

feared by middle class Negroes or has it only made it more sub-

tle?

This blind faith in integration held by white liberal

intellectuals and groups like the N.A.A.C.P. has determined the

direction of progressive education and severely limited the alternatives in trying to provide Black children with
education.
sult.

a

quality

If anything it may have achieved the opposite re-

Finally, accepting a political direction based upon

fear of extermination has to have severe psychological effects.

These effects are so crippling that they could be generalized to

meaning Black success is impossible.
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E.

Up to Date Jensen and Jencks.

Arthur Jensen writing in the Harvard Educational Review
tried to prove just that

-

Black success was impossible.

He

validated an anti-Black reaction by statins; that heredity more
than environment (a ratio of 75^ to 25 ^) was responsible for
X.Q. 34

His studies showed that it was not the environment of

the poor Black that was responsible for his low achievement

but his genetically inherited I.Q., ergo, the Black man is

genetically inferior.
Should hard working people, many whites asked themselves,
be taxed to subsidize the existence of an inferior race?

Should

teachers be blamed if they failed to get inferior children to
achieve on a level with superior whites?

Should parents have

to submit to their children being forced to attend school with

inferior people?
Jensen brought the intellectual community back to

a

point

it has failed to occupy since the start of the civil rights

movement and the Supreme Court decision of 195^ on desegregating
the schools.

The efforts of an increasingly ineffectual
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intelligentsia to repudiate him, although
convincing, fell on
deaf ears.

Truth is what people want to believe,
apparently.

mam

blow to liberal intellectuals, especially
those

in education,

came however with the publication of
Inequality

The

by Christopher Jencks.

Here a man who because of his liberal

credentials can not be labeled a racist or a throwback,
presents
findings based on the data in the Coleman Report that
show that

educational attainment has little or no relationship to
occupational or economic achievement.
was fantastic.

The reaction to such findings

Based mainly on the fear that the report would

be used to stop the flow of money and talent into education,

Jencks has been denounced but not disproven.

While the fears

were valid (Jencks himself cautioned against this and expressed

dismay when it became a reality) the work has stood.
sive educators have to face the crucial problem.

Progres-

By trying

to improve one institution i.e., education can you change or

neutralize the rest of society?

The assumption that you can

has dictated the course of progressive education in this
country.

Jencks has heightened the contradictions that have

persisted in the progressive politics upon which progressive
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education is based.

Can or will this system change enough to

permit equal participation by all?
What angers educators most about Jencks is
that they perceive his attack is one on the only mechanism
that has had any impact on creating a Black middle class.

Evidence shows that the

growth of a Black middle class in the last ten years has been
phenomenal.

-

This is in large part due to the force feeding of

Black college students into previously unreachable colleges dur/

ing the "war on poverty" years.

Jencks' thesis is perceived as

an attack on this avenue to success.

What is disturbing about this

philosophy is that this "new" class is extremely isolated.

It is

centered in the social services industries and has had little or
no impact on creating a viable quasi-self-sufficient Black economic
base.

It has grown slower than its white counterpart.

It has

also been useless as a spring board for a Black upper class.

In

fact it is an artificial class which has been allowed limited dev-

elopment because of pressure for change exerted by the Black com-

munity during the sixties.
ogy,

Because it developed with no ideol

it is not a conscious class and it is in jeopardy of
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having its lines of supply cut off.

This is what it fears and

this is what is happening.
In order to appreciate the complexity of the problems

facing educators in this country, it is necessary to understand the forces that govern change.

The historical develop-

ment of the United States has resulted in attitudes and beliefs
as well as economic and social structures that severely limit

/

the possibilities for change.

Until a working knowledge of

these limitations is achieved it becomes impossible to rise
above intramural squabbles and plan for a realistic change

oriented educational system.

CHAPTER II

THE PARAMETERS OF CHANGE IN AMERICA
The purpose of this chapter is to define, at least

generally, the parameters which structure directions of change
in this country.

Obviously the first two factors basic to the

discussion are racism and the class structure.

The obvious

overlap between the two should be seen as just that, an overlap and although these two factors are distinct, one does not

explain the other.

They do, however, reinforce each other.

Pol-

itics are generated in this process and the resulting governThe schools in turn pass on an acceptance of

ment manages it.
the entire system.

A.

Racism
The initial task here is to provide a definition of racism

that is not only generally acceptable but also serves the needs
of this thesis.

The basic argument centers around whether ra-

cism is defined only as an attitude of superiority or whether
are tangibly
it has to have an action connotation where people

discriminated against.

In the latter definition of racism
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attitude becomes meaningless without the power
to back it up

with definite action.

Given this definition there could be

no basis for the concept of Black racism.
sible is white racism.

Racism is accepted as something prac-

ticed not something merely thought.
one serious drawbacks

This latter definition has

it tends to confuse individual racism

with institutional racism.
come synonymous.

The only racism pos-

Personal power and group power be-

An individual act against

a

member of another

race is only racist if that individual's group controls the

institutions that permit such activity.

Thus the ability to

discuss the individual psychosis of racism and the possibility of considering the individual as a significant factor in
the processes of society is lost.

Therefore the definition used in this thesis will attempt
to combine the two.

Racism is a combination of the attitudes

and the actions taken based on those attitudes by an individual
or group of one race (which considers itself superior) against

an individual or group of another race (which it considers inferior) resulting in a loss of the ability to pursue life,
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liberty and happiness.
An in depth analysis of the stereotypes and
attitudes that

surround white racism would perhaps have
limited usefulness in
thio thesis.

It does, however, become extremely
important

to point out that most white Americans hold
deeply anchored anti-

Black sentiments.

They are not solely concerned with maintain-

ing the present advantageous institutional
arrangement; they also believe in the basic inferiority of the Black man.

Perhaps

the legacy of slavery is the continuing opinion that Blacks

are no more than breeding animals who if controlled properly pro-

vide a passable work force.

Perhaps white guilt over the wrongs

done the Elack man and woman is the basis for an all encompassing

fear of revenge.

The fear of what the Black man would do if

he got to the top makes it mandatory that he be kept on the

bottom.

"Civilized" man is not so civilized.

He,

in fact,

continues to exhibit reactions based on hatred and fear of what
is different.

The Black man's skin marks him as very different;

different on a cultural level of pure and evil, good and bad,
light and darkness, right and wrong, heaven and hell.
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White racist attitudes have so permeated
American society
that everything Black has taken on a negative
connotation.

While "Black is Beautiful" may have caught on in a
large portion
of the Black community, this search for a positive
identity is

seen in the white community in terms of violence, sex, dope
and welfare.

The people who feel this way often know better

intellectually but the thought of their pure white daughters

marrying a nigger still produces a negative gut reaction.

This

ingrained response is buried deep in all white people and all

Black people feel it.

The constant negative vibrations punc-

tuated by periods of invisibility mark Black society as one

under the boot of its white conquerer.
Yet, the feeling, often expressed by Black people, is one

not concerned with racist attitudes but one very concerned

with its institutional manifestation.

Institutional racism,

much more subtle than individual racism, has become America's

way of maintaining

a

totally white society without slavery.

The facade of equal opportunity for all can be projected to the

world while the condition of Black people has only slightly
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improved relative to whites

2
.

Institutional racism refers

to all of the institutions in
America that are so constructed

that they exclude Black people.

This also means an educa-

tional system that utilizes tests based exclusively
on white

middle class concepts and values.

An economic system which

charges more for goods and services in the Black
community

based on the knowledge that Black people dc not have
the resour
ces to go -elsewhere.

A

to pay for good service.

medical system based on the ability
The lack of medical attention kills

the sick, the hurt and the unborn daily.

A

political sys-

tem that prevents or discourages participation in the electoral process.

While literacy tests and stringent residency re-

quirements have been declared unconstitutional other forms of

blockage continue.

Having been convicted of

a

felony means

loss of citizenship for varying periods of time, including

the right to vote.

A legal system based on high priced legal

talent insures a greater conviction rate (whether innocent or
guilty) for Blacks.'

The politically-based appointments of

most judges provides an endless succession of white racists
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behind the bench who understand "justice for all" to mean for
all white men.
The Jim Crow laws following reconstruction prevented most

Black business ownership and a century of Big Business has all
but prevented competition and the ability to start from scratch.

"Exclusive" neighborhoods have kept Black people in the ghetto

where slum lords seem determined to freeze Blacks in the winter,
have them eating lead paint, ail for the privilege
the highest rents in the city.

4

of paying

What little is earned in the

Black community is quickly taken back out by white owned stores,
banks,

insurance companies and public utilities."’

Besides

being denied ownership Blacks have been denied positions of
power in white enterprises whether they be big business, government agencies, the armed forces, education, medicine, sports
or entertainment.

Education, the lack of it, was often used as the "excuse"
for permitting equal opportunity along with a battery of tests
that always seemed to be selectively administered.

But it must

be remembered that these were excuses, that Black men with
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college degrees still made less money than a white man with
a high school education.^

It becomes increasingly clear that

educational opportunity can not by itself significantly change
.

the overall picture.

7

A comprehensive definition of racism not only allows us to

view the interaction of personal and institutional white racism,
it also allows us to talk about Black racism.

Since Black peo-

ple have little or no power, institutional Black racism is a

meaningless concept.

Individual Black racism, however, is a con-

crete fact of Black life.

^he hatred of white people could be

nothing more than an honest reaction to the personal oppression
felt by a Black man at the hands of a white man, but it is

much more.

While there has always been hatred of the oppressor

race, it often dissipated because the white race was the model

that Black folk tried to copy.

As a race Black people had

adopted (and still do) white culture.

Hef

This included the be-

that white was good and Black was bad.

g

Women and men

bleached their skin and straightened their hair.

Black people

disparaging terms
referred to other members of their race in more
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than the white man.
identity.

^here was, in short, no positive self-

Being Black

v/as

negative.

Following Black exposure in World War II, given the increasingly better standard of living for some Black people and
given a reawakened sense of worth in young Black people, the
fire of positive Black identity was fanned to the blaze it per-

iodically becomes.

People began to consider Black as being

beautiful, to seek for a lost heritage, to love and not hate
other Black people, to develop a sense of pride, and as an important part of the process to consider everything white in negative
terms.

Yet, the use of Black racism was a necessary ingredient

in removing generations of propaganda and indoctrination from

the minds of Black people.

White people were no longer superior

and definitely not sacred.

To get people to love self it was

necessary to get them to hate those who would deny that self.
It was no longer proper to beg the white man to give equality

because begging robbed a person of his manhood and his pride.
powerless"By any means necessary" reflected the frustrations,
and womanness and anger of people who were demanding manhood

boys and girls.
hood in a society that still referred to them as
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Instead of appealing to the conscience of America it seemed

logical to spit on it.

Tt became fashionable to hold up a

mirror that reflected only the ugliness.

Instead of begging

America to grant equality it was demanded.

Yet precious little

of the energy generated in the process of rebirth was put to

meaningful use in the building of the Black community.

Black

people were concerned with getting what white people had as the

only means of improvement.

This led to an escalating process

of Black power vs. white backlash with the winner obvious from

the start.

White allies exacerbated the problem by becoming

poverty program whores for a fast talking "angry" Black pimp.
James Comer in Beyond Black and Wh ite lists three kinds of

whites who in search of 'meaning'

,'

truth'

,

and 'honesty' tend

to romanticize acts of frustration in the Black community

that have nothing romantic about them.

The attitude and style

of such whites often makes it difficult for Blacks to work co-

operatively with them.
and the pseudo-ally ".

10

They are "the rescuer, the masochist,
All three, behind varying levels of hid-

another the
den feelings of superiority, frustrate in one way or

development of the Black community.

Blacks become either victims,

.
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avenging god-type pimps, or dupes of impotent white radicals,
respectively.
The old contradictions surfaced.

Black "racism” while a

valuable tool in the organization and development of the

community also increases the scale of the white backlash, and

racism with nothing behind it produces a Black power pimp instead of a dedicated worker.

At the same time the feelings of

self-hatred, are the basis for most of the attacks on Blacks by

This self-hatred precludes the atmosphere of unity

other Blacks.

necessary for development.

A glimpse of an answer appears when

Comer reports:
A Black Muslim minister once said that most people

are unaware that the Muslims encourage the legitimate but repressed anger of Blacks towards whites

only as a first step in helping them to gain a
better self-image. From that point on, they encourage self-discipline, self-control and responsibility to self, family and the community. The
Muslims count on these traits to bring a man sue*
cess in life and to reinforce his personal and group
The minister pointed to the Muslim schools
and their open-door policy toward whites in their
business enterprises as evidence of their method in
pride,

,

.

practice

11
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B.

The Economy and Social Class

Perhaps

"the

most important thing to remember in study-

ing the economy is to realize that it is the result of a
hist-

orical development that has placed more and more power in the
hands of corporate giants.

Another historical progression to

follow starts with the economic wealth of the country being
based on the agricultural produce of a southern slave system.
The decreasing return from the land and the increasing indus-

trialization of the North made slavery uneconomical and the
South economically unsound.

m he war

between the states was the

eventual result of this shift in power.

Continued expansion

to the West and major technological discoveries mushroomed

northern industrial might into the full scale corporate power struggles of the turn of the century.

Black people, for

the most part powerless and isolated in the South, were never

really a part of this process.

^

^he Jim Crow laws of the early

20th century put the final chains on Black economic develop-

ment and on his emigration to the West.

14

Gabriel Kolko points out that at the turn of the century an
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emphasis was being placed on stopping the
growth. of monopolies.

While anti-trust laws were the most
important legislation passed,
it was in fact the large corporations
who benefited the most

from these laws.

^

Stabilizing corporate growth meant that the

giants could operate without fear of a fratricidal
fight for
single control of any specific area of business
enterprise.
The size these corporations were allowed to attain was
still

great enough to make them the dominating factor in American life.
created a fraternal!, organization of the very rich who were

able to decide who, and under what circumstances, would be

permitted membership.

The primary considerations for membership

became family and the correct ideology i.e. a belief in the
status quo and the continued growth of big business

.

^

As the

situation developed to the point where what was good for General

Motors was good for the country, the masses of American people

began to serve two purposes.

First they were a potential labor

force and secondly they were consumers.

17
'

Waves of European immigrants provided a cheap labor force
and one which was highly mobile due to the quickly expanding
economy.

World War

I

established the United States as a world
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power whose economic interests would be backed
up with military
might.

It also established the organizational
and technolo-

gical capacity for vast military production within
the corporate
structure.

development.
joying it.

The 1920’s bore the fruit of this vast economic
The country was rich and its people were en-

Poverty was hidden behind the glitter and glamor

of Hollywood, bathtub gin and Broadway.

golden opportunity and good living.

It was the land of

The carpetbaggers had long

been thrown out of the South and the southern tradition was

being reestablished.

Blacks were forced off the land and were

attracted to job opportunities in northern cities and in the
Black immigration began.

West.

However all public land had

already been given away either to Big Business or European immigrants.

The depression caught everyone by surprise.

an excellent economic system fail?

How could such

The shock was so great and

the poverty so extensive that people were even willing to lis-

ten to "foreign" ideology.

It ceased to matter whether or not

federal work programs were socialistic, it did matter if you

So-

ar'd

Your family had enough to eat.

to recover its health "welfare

1

'

While the eoonomy struggled

became an acceptable institution.

Because of the size of the catastrophe, assistance was
riven
out across the board although Blacks fought with only
partial

success to get a fair share. 18
As things began to get better Blacks were the last to get

hired back in the North and the majority of Blacks who were still
in the South continued their futile attempts to scratch a living

from the half dead soil off of which they were being forced by

mechanization and government support of white farmers.
the 30

’

s

During

industry never really recovered and public assistance

was still somewhat available.

In the South federal monies were

concentrated in white hands and as they dried up Black people

were the first to be cut off.
World War IT reinforced the trends set in the previous twen
ty to thirty years.

A large part of the work force went to

fight and an exploding armament industry begged for workers.

Black people joined the armed forces and many more moved north
to take advantage of job opportunities and although they were
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excluded from skilled jobs they still found work.

America

came out ot the war as the strongest nation in the world and the

most industrialized.

It also now had an economy more and more

dependent on military production, a returning army that made

unemployment skyrocket, a new and growing northern urban Black

population and the threat of Communist world domination.
was a time of opportunity for northern Blacks.

This

The inevitable

recession meant Black unemployment forced renewed development
of a growing welfare beauracracy.

Now that the practice was

established, government support of corporate giants either

through contracts, protection overseas for economic enterprises
or straight forward subsidies also became an accepted process.

New technology provided new industry and new markets but the

Korean War and the Cold War made the military- industrial complex
the backbone of American economic life.

Of course following the

Korean War Boom, there was another recession as the process of
"last hired-first fired" repeated itself.
The final step in the historical development of America’s
19
economic system is, the development of cybernetics and automation.
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The Black worker who

har,

boon denied skilled employment, who
has

been denied a sound academic background
or who has been denied

any meaningful lasting work experience
finds the market for unskilled labor shrinking.

The white collar worker is the worker

of the future and this is a world that
Blacks have been barred

from.

The corporate life stylo and mind is based on
white

middle class America.

For most Americans having a Black exe-

cutive is almost a contradiction, especially if he is
given a

white secretary.

While machines will probably eliminate most

blue collar (and white collar) jobs, it is the Black worker,
who without the support of a powerful union will be caught in
the transition.

Running through this history is a structure

based on ownership of industry, managership of industry, workers
in that industry and the marginally employed or unemployed.

The

owners by controlling the majority of wealth and power, with the

managers who assist in using

it,

have been able to maintain

the status quo in this country with themselves on top.
is,

of course,

There

limited mobility and a drain of talent towards

the top hut the basic arrangement that enables the owners of
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property and industry to live
extremely well and control the

destiny of all others has been maintained
from generation to
generation.

Based on the myth of free enterprise and
ad-

vancement of the most qualified through
equal competition, a

very rigid structure has been instituted and
nourished.

Con-

tinuing control depends on acceptance of the
basic assumptions

underlying capitalism (one being that it is economically
democratic) and the maintenance of a majority of the
population
at a relatively comfortable standard of living.

accomplished for varying periods of time.

This has been

In times when a maj-

ority of the people feel unhappy with their circumstance in
life propaganda mechanisms immediately go into action which

blame the unhappy turn of events either on the marginally
employed, unemployed, or on an external threat like the com-

munists (and their fellow travelers in this country).

An

attempt is made to finely balance the necessary assistance to
the poor against the ability and willingness to pay of the low

and middle income tax payer.

Because of the position of the

majority of Black people at the bottom of the economic structure
(due to historical economic development), this class conflict
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is often put into racial terms.

This misconception is often

pushed by those at the top so that the problem
will not be seen
in economic terms, which might unite the
entire working class.

Low and middle income people would object to paying
welfare to
the top if their thinking patterns were so reorganized
to permit

them to see and understand this.

It should be remembered also

that a capitalist system needs a certain amount of unemployment to operate correctly (from 3-5^). so there will be an

available work force for new or developing industries and so
there will be a pool of workers willing to take the more disa-

greeable jobs that are available.

Thus we have an emerging

picture of an economic class system controlled by those at the
top by a system of socialization and propaganda that preaches

acceptance of the status quo, denies the existence of a class
system in America, and focuses blame for failure on anyone who

does not agree with the first two or is ethically or socially
different.

The most important aspects of life become one's

material possessions and consumption.
a

Given this theory of

highly structured and economically controlled society

it is

-

.
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necessary to look at the instrument of the control i.e.
the
government
C.

Government
The United States is supposedly a democracy.

This means

that the people govern themselves through their elected re-

presentat ives

'
.

for the minority.

It is the rule of the majority with safeguards

These safeguards are built into the consti-

tution and its various amendments.

process is easily manipulated.

were crude.

Unfortunately the electoral

In the past the methods used

It v/as as simple as saying a certain group of

people could not, and had better not try to, vote.

At the

discretion of the registrar of voters people could be asked to
take a test.

If they failed they could not vote.

1960's however the constitution

v/as

During the

interpreted to say that
The literacy

these crude methods could no longer be used.

test and the grandfather clause requirement were banned

.

Yet

vast manipulative powers were left, especially for the incumbent.
"Buying" support and votes with jobs or programs is the accept
ed political practice in the United States.

22
'

Conversely
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firing a person or discontinuing a program is a strong threat
for lack of cooperation.

The various little but crucial tasks

such as updating voting lists, providing convenient registration

opportunities, appointing ward or district leaders, etc. are
too numerous to mention.

The use of governmental depart-

ments such as the police, sanitation, taxation, health (inspection) etc.

in a system of reward and punishment also gives the

incumbent an advantage.

Yet every election there are political

battles where the incumbent loses.

Traditionally the reason

given for this is the two party system, liberal Democrats
who depend on working people for contributions vs. the conservative Republicans who depend on and represent big business.

Yet

on closer examination it seems as if big business supports

and is represented by both parties.

What has become a more and more obvious fact is that as
soon as you leave the small village the most important in-

gredient in an election is money.

Money for advertisement,

money for mass media, money for literature, money for headfor phones
quarters, money for staff, money for supplies, money

^
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money for ward or district lieutenants and
their lieutenants,
and a lot of money for election day is a
necessity that cannot
be denied. 24
of winning.

Without financial backing there is little chance
,'/ith

financial backing comes commitment

.

Thus

politicians make commitments to the people who have money not
to
the masses who do not.

The basic commitment is obviously an agree-

ment to help perpetuate each other using the powers and wealth
of government and the wealth of business to do so.

The "kick-back" has also become a major institutionalized

practice in this country.

Thus governments direct as much if not

more than they are directed by the electorate.

Since only approx-

imately 55 - 60 # of all people who are eligible to vote, vote in

national elections and since only 40-45# of Black people vote;
government in fact becomes control of the majority by the minority,

especially on the local level where these figures are even lower.
Government especially through its power to pass and enforce
laws, or its failure to enforce them, sets the tone, provides

the guidelines and in many instances regulates (controls) most
if not all the institutions in society.

Being the only legiti-

mate purveyor of violence, it could in fact rely only on strong
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arm tactics to accomplish its goals.

This however is only used

as a last resort, after other more subtle methods have
failed.

These other methods include:

1)

control of information reaching

the public and the light in which it is presented 2 ) use of

government funds to support pro status-quo groups, people and
programs 3) control of who will teach and what will be taught
in public schools 4) control of on-the-job behavior and 5) con-

trol of social behavior through peer group pressure.
Yet there are safeguards as there are with all governments.

While both parties have similar candidates

the relative degree

of support given to various segments of society will change
as conditions change to produce bloc

voting.

A government-

al delivery system is a kick-back to those who elected it and
a standard kick-back across the board to prevent over reaction

(possibly leading to defeat the next time around).

Periodic

economic failure leading to the perceived or real failure to pro-

vide "middle America" with a comfortable life will lead to a
change of government just to see if the other guy can do
better.

Regardless of the charisma of a particular leader or
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the historical circumstances surrounding another, the system de-

fines the parameters of his power and ensures his cooperation

by one method or another.

Attacking big business is not only un-

American it is unhealthy.

Even without conscious attempts to

maintain a status quo the sheer size of the beauracracy of government is usually an obstacle too huge to be overcome.

2^

Govern-

ment trades on peoples’ resistance to change and even when it does
seek to move forward the very people it has programmed bring it
back.

In a very similar way institutional and individual ra-

cism interact.

The two reinforce one another and any change in

one is quickly overcome by the other; thus de

.jure

segregation

leads to de facto segregation which in the case of public schools

leads to a tracking system and grade level segregation.

Any ser-

ious attempt to quickly make equality a fact of American life

would result in the overthrow of the government that has for
years encouraged responses to its actions that more and more

subtly fight equality.

The government and its financial

up
backers are against equality because it means giving

their advantageous position in society.

White people
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general are against it because they
have been told it will

remove them from an advantageous
position over the Blacks.
Blacks have traditionally been for equality
but think in
terms of it as something to be given like
their "freedom"

from slavery.

This charade continues because the government

convinces the people that they do in fact live in
the land of
the free, the land of equal opportunity, the land
of free en-

terprise and the land of democracy.
The government and big business owe their existence to

the perpetuation of these myths.

An ethnocentric self-approval

mechanism that is part of any national consciousness will not
permit acceptance of negative imagery or self conception.

They

may be initially willing to "improve" but this willingness vanishes with increasing criticism and it becomes extremely im-

portant to rectify the "false" image by denying the criticizer.

Patriotism becomes sacred and the heightened contradictions both
foreign and internal lead to increased paranoia, aggressive
responses, and renewed commitment to the status quo.
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D.

Parameters

Given the above discussion in parts A,B, and
boundaries of change permitted in this society?

C, what are the

What does the

future look like for Black people, and particularly for Black

educational activities?

The picture looks bleak....

Increas-

ed concentration in an inner city that has been deserted by a

viable tax base leads to a decline in governmental services where
they are most needed.

Crime, health problems and drug use are

increasing to epidemic proportions.

Another of the contradictions

of American society is that a country that controls the world

can not control the criminal organizations that make a profit

through a program of genocide.

Perhaps organized crime is as

much a part of the controlling corporate structure as any other
big business.

The school, "the key to equality", has become a

prison where certain students get everything from lead paint

poisoning to heroin addiction with almost no learning in-between.

The emphasis has been put on placing blame as if plac-

ing blame is a solution.

As conditions change outside of the school, the contra-
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dictions v/ithin

"the

school are heightened.

Teaching accep-

tance of the status quo leaves the school open to attack but
resists the challenge of change and continues to justify the right-

ness of the present structure.

School administrators, teachers

and institutions of higher education are all caught by the

implicit dictates of their profession.

Asking the schools to

do other than what they do is asking them to totally separate

themselves from society and the socialization function that is

essential to their existence.
Regardless

Wli ui an.

y

,

compartmentalize education and fail to see its connection to the
rest of reality.

As long as this process continues even that

small amount of progressive change that does occur will be squashed on the next level.

To put the full burden of the failure of

the educational system on teachers is as misguided as putting

none of the burden on them.

Because educators feel powerless to

deal outside academia they only perceive solutions as being possible within the educational system.

The problems of education and

those of society are so great, however, that they must be attacked
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from every angle.
To attack the problem practically, we must
begin by real-

izing that not only are the present corps of racist
teachers

going to remain in inner city schools, most new teachers
will
fit the same mold.

America is a racist society.

To base any

change strategy on eliminating racism is unrealistic.
The school is the prime socializing agent in a society.
In all honesty,

it

must be admitted that the schools do re-

flect this society quite accurately.
In fact,

schools both aid upward mobility for the
few and perpetuate class lines for a majority. An
overwhelming majority of the sons and daughters of
upper-middle class families are encouraged to finish

high school and attend college. An overwhelming number of the children of the poor are subtly discouraged
from staying in school and aspiring in school and aspiring to college.

This reflection of existing status levels would

appear less significant if poverty were not so automatically associated with minority group children
in urban schools.

Further, the role of schools as

screening devices for class levels in America has increased with the rise of occupational training that
requires reading and other skills unconnected with
routine tasks.

28

^
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Black people are caught in a further trap
in that they no
longer fill an economic need, mere is, therefore,
no reason
to educate them for non-existent positions
in a society that has

rejected them.

According to Sam Yette a choice has been made

and it was not in favor of equality of participation.
Once an economic asset, they are now considered an
economic drag.
The wood is all hewn, the water all
drawn, the cotton all picked, and the rails reach
from coast to coast.
The ditches are all dug, the

dishes are put away, and only a few shoes remain to
be shined.

Thanks to old black backs and nev/fangled machines,
the sweat chores of the nation are done.
Now the
same twenty five million Blacks face a society that

brutally pragmatic, technologically accomplished,
deeply racist, increasingly overcrowded, and surly.
is

In such a society the absence of social and economic

value is a crucial factor in anyone's fight for a
future
.

The basic problem is creating a viable educational system

regardless of the conditions that the school system reflects.
This should be the basic concern for all educators.

Education

may be an instrument for societal change but the relationship
is reciprocal.

"Subversive teachers" and "change agents"
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will be swallowed up by school systems unless they operate in
a much broader context.

Teachers can not succeed without the

help of politicians, parents, community leaders and most importantly the students themselves.

While this fact is well

known, it is important to outline the specific roles teachers

will have to play outside of the school if they hope to be
successful within the school.
The problems with effecting change in inner-city school

systems are endless.

It is necessary to examine those school

systems in the broader societal context to figure out the best

way to utilize what exists.

It is common to reject the conser-

vative’s claim of Black children’s inferiority when they say,
"we learned in bad conditions, why can't those people?" as

being racist and a means of covering up the inadequacies of
poor school systems.

Of course it is, but the question still

remains, can in fact children learn even th ough the schools are
they are
bad, even though those children are poor, even though

"disadvantaged?"

They cannot, at present, because they are not

has never de
motivated to do so and because the Black community

veloped a comprehensive approach to education.

It has allowed
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education" to become the sole responsibility
of the school.
Since the educational system does reflect the
larger society it
can be no surprise that Black children don't
learn.
The rate of learning of normal children can be
positively or negatively manipulated by a number of factors,
such as adult expectations, encouragement or discouragement, acceptance or rejection, compassion or humiliation.
It is now generally known, on the basis of observation

and systematic research findings, that if a normal child
is disparaged and if adults communicate to him, directly or subtly, that he is unable to,
and not expected
to learn, he usually will not learn.
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the learning process the adult members of the child's community

may play an even more important role.

Migrant groups who came

to this country faced educational conditions as bad as those

that exist today, yet their children succeeded in getting an

education.
’’'he

Why?

They succeeded basically for two reasons.

first is that they were strong proponents of education and

took the necessary steps to ensure their children received

it.

This most often took the form of extra-school educational

activities, usually of a religious nature.

It was not so much

the actual learning that took place here but the fostering of an

.
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ideology that stresses success in education and the encouragement to succeed that students received.
The second reason is based on a realistic program of com-

batting prejudice (racism).

This program was based to a large

extent on the concept of self help.

The educated person was

not rejected but rather provided for within his own community.

His education was seen by his community and himself as being
the means for the advancement and development of his group.

His personal success was de-emphasized
To succeed in providing quality education for poor and

minority (Black) children a similar program must be developed
and educators must play a part in developing it.

Education that

does not have a purpose is meaningless and is perceived as
such by the people who participate in the process.

Creating

a meaningful educational process therefore means a simulta-

neous effort to develop a structure within which it can be used.
that
If anything is becoming more and more obvious it is

from
the political climate of this country has swung away

process of
liberal or progressive solutions and is now in the

o
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reaffirming the sacred conservative tenets upon which
this country is based.

Jensen and Jencks become important not because

they are apologists or because they supply a sophisticated
argument against liberal schemes of integration but because

they supply the excuse to reassert the status quo.

This sta-

tus quo means whites on top and Blacks on the bottom and general

acceptance that this is the way things should be.

A revamped

Supreme Court (conservative) will probably overturn every liberal

decision since and including Brown.
t.t
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country whether it is in accord with the constitution or not.

Black reliance on white American society has always produced
a gift horse and the past decade of liberal policies is no

different.

The poverty program did enormous good but also pro-

vided the government with a compilation of radical left political
elements which it could buy off or rip off.

31

The census had

not been able to do this.

Self reliance is the only method of development that is able
to circumvent this cycle of oppression.

does have the resources to succeed.

And the Black community

It will mean defining a
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realistic relationship with the government and white
society in
general.

A relationship that is cognizant of the
possibility

of genocide yet one which also recognizes the value
of self-

reliance and self-determination.

A

double game where everyone

is included and contributes whether he be middle class
and pre-

venting genocide or whether he be grass roots and organizes for
separate development.

This "unity" is a necessity of survival

from both genocide and continued second class citizenship.

Individualism
One of the greatest stumbling blocks to creating an ed-

ucation ideology designed specifically for Black people is
the myth of individuality.

Partly in reaction to the perceiv-

ed perils of communism and partly as an attempt to prove the

validity of American style democracy, individual freedom
been reinterpreted to mean individualism.

lias

Doing your own thing

has become the excuse not to have any responsibility.

Yet a bas-

ic truth that cannot be denied is that all societies are based

32
upon explicit and implicit social contracts between people.

order for a stable social order to exist people must consent to

In
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its basic legitimacy including its restrictions
on individual

behavior.

Absolute individualism or unchanneled individual

freedom leads to anarchy.

Therefore all societies teach con-

formity and require their populations to conform not only to
a
specific set of rules called laws but also to a subtle set
of norms and behavioral patterns that reflect support for the

status quo.

While the society rewards the individual with increa-

sed freedom as he improves his economic position in society he is

still limited by the norms that dictate his behavior.

These norms

are based on his background; his race, his sex, his social class,

his family, his school etc.

In other words it is his group that

dictates the parameters of his freedom and as America has proved
it

is only group action that can change the parameters of in-

dividual freedom in that group.
Change is based on rearranging social standards not on in-

dividual achievement.

Rearranging social standards is brought

about by group pressure or action.

usually is exerted by two groups.
||

This pressure or action
A group that increases its

economic standing relative to the rest of society demands greater freedom and control of their own destiny.

The middle class
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has "been responsible for most of the European and American rev-

olutions during the 18th and 19th centuries.

The second group

is exemplified by the lowest class in society whose amount of

freedom is so curtailed that the greater amount of those around
them coupled with an improvement and then deterioration in their
own conditions leads to contradictions so great they try to eli-

minate these distinctions all together.

These "proletarian and

peasant" revolutions are exemplified by the communist revolutions
of the last century.
In the Black movement in this country both of these tra-

ditions exist.

The emerging Black middle class is basically

concerned with increasing the parameters on their individual

freedom to conform with their new found economic prosperity.
This desegregation of opportunity has been fairly successful.
It is however a limited "class" victory and has often been

earned by splitting the Black race along minimal class lines.

Minimal means that the victory would have been real given a
significant upper class Black population instead of a barely
significant middle class Black population.

With an upper class

Black population, racism would have become meaningless as a
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group distinction and class analysis would be sufficient to explain inequality in America.

The limited desegregation vic-

tory we have however permits if not encourages the continued
exploitations of the masses of Black people.

If Black people

are oppressed as a group they must gain freedom and oppor-

tunity as a group.

Limited individual efforts usually lead to

little more than further recruitment into a limited class
no major social change occurs.

A change in the entrenched

American societal arrangement will take a unified group effort.
Historical Considerations
While this chapter has touched on the historical develop-

ment of White America and its effects on Black people it has as
yet failed to consider the dominant themes that Black America

has developed in its effort to successfully cope

nant society.

v/ith the

These historical forces are essential to

domiour

understanding of the parameters that guide change.
The great debate within Black America, from the middle of
the 19th century (the abolishment of slavery and the recon-

struction period) through the first half of the 20th century
(until the present), has revolved around accepting either an
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integration is t philosophy or a nationalist philosophy as the
basis for political, economic and social action.
has won converts from the other.

Each side

Malcolm X's break with the

nation of Islam and W.E.B. DuBois* gradual drift away from the
N.A.A.C.P. of which he was a founding member are examples of

men caught in the dilemma of conflicting priorities.

Should one

fight for human rights (civil rights) as a necessity for group

development or should one be concerned with self-development and
assume civil rights will naturally come once it is achieved?
Which comes first the chicken or the egg?
bate between Frederick Douglas and Martin

This continuing deR.

Delany, Booker T.

Washington and W.E.B. DuBois, Marcus Garvey and the N.A.A.C.P.,

Huey

P.

Newton and Ron Karenga, Elijah Muhammad and Malcolm

X,

Dr. Martin Luther King and Stokeley Carmichael goes on and on.

The clear cut lines of debate often break down into a

continuum based on the extremes of either side.

Ideologies

change as political and economic conditions change.

Spokes-

men switch their position along the continuum, often dividing
their followers.

Leaders on the same side fight each other for
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predominance.

Few realize the duality of their struggle
and

fewer still are able to articulate it.

Because of the nature of the debate the followers
side tend to divide more and more along class lines.

or.

each

The Black

middle class, insecure in their new found affluence seek to integrate as a means of securing it.

Poor Blacks do not want to

integrate with poor whites; they are more interested in economic

development that will remove them from poverty.

The Black

church prevents a total split along class lines but even its most

notable spokesman, Dr. King, began to push for economic development as being essential to the needs of his followers.

This

split along class lines also is dangerous because the increas-

ingly anti-middle class attitudes of poor Blacks divides the
Black community.

This attitude also becomes generalized into

anti-intellectualism thus robbing the masses of some of their
most articulate spokesman.

Until the Black bourgeois

class

begins to express itself as a class, as Black people, it will

never be able to use its potentially powerful position within
the Black community

.

As long as they try to become a part of
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White America they can not become leaders of a Black community
to whom this option is not available.

Black middle class.

A hope lies in the

new

College students who have taken advantage

of the educational opportunities of the late sixties and early

seventies are the basis of a new middle class who see their

political options in terms other than their individual inclusion
in the mainstream of American life.

Integrationists and Nationalists must not let their debate on methods prevent them from achieving their common goal.
The Black man in America is a part of yet separate from the

mainstream of the society.

He must learn to deal with both

realities if he is to persevere and prosper.
The farther the Negro gets from, his historical
antecedents in time, the more tenuous become his
conceptual ties, the emptier his social conceptions,
His one great and
the more superficial his visions.
present hope is to know and understand his Afro-American history in the United States more profoundly.
Failing that, and failing to create a new synthesis

and a social theory of action, he will suffer the
historical fate described by the philosopher who
warned that "Those who cannot remember the past are
34
condemned to repeat it".
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In summary,

chapter II expresses the belief that, given

the economic and social pressures of the dominant society and

given the failure of the vast majority of Black intellectuals
to explore programs other than those designed along a strictly

integrationist line, no meaningful work has been done in the
Black educational community to develop a truly effective alter-

native to Black educational problems.
In essence Black Power represents nothing more than
a strategic retreat for a purpose.

It proposes to

change, not the white world outside, but the black

world inside, by reforming it into something else

politically and economically

.

^

Until this transformation takes place further attempts
at inclusion into American society on a basis of equality be-

came meaningless and doomed to failure.

Every other ethnic group in America, a "nation of
nations", has accepted the fact of its separateness
But the
and used it to its own social advantage.
Negro's conditioning has steered him into that perpetual state of suspended tension wherein ninety-

five per cent of his time and energy is expended on
fighting prejudice in whites. As a result, he has
neither the time nor the inclination to realize that
all of the effort spent fighting prejudice will not
obviate those fundamental things an ethnic group must
?6
do for itself.^

CHAPTER ITT

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is impossible to analyze any body of data without a

conscious or implied system of theory.

This chapter attempts

to lay such a foundation for analysis.

It clarifies the rea-

soning inherent in the handling of the data used in the first
two chapters and offers a format which can be used to reach the

conclusions that appear later.

While many of the arguments

presented a^e open to debate it is important to pcir+ out
that there are few absolutes with v/hich the social scientist
can work.

These are the theories, the author feels, that are

most beneficial to understanding the present educational problems with which we arc faced and to developing a vehicle that

will lead to their solution.
Several important trends have emerged in the study of soci-

ety and social change.

~

A classical argument has been between

the followers of Karl Marx and those of Max Weber.

Marxist

societal analysis is based on dialectical materialism.

2

Marx

believed that the organization of society was built upon the

arrangement of its material (economic) base.

The economic

sphere and any changes therein were causal to the formation of
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new social arrangements and ideologies.

While Marx freely ad-

mitted to the fact of interaction between the various
levels
of society, the causal factors in social change only developed
on the economic (lowest) level. ^

Industrialization in England

for instance was based on land closure which forced the gathering of a large work force in a central place.

A centralized

work force necessitated payment in wages which made
to accumulate capital.

it possible

This mandated the development of a re-

ligious ideology that emphasizes thrift, savings and delayed

gratification.

Logically then, a change in economic arrange-

ments produced changes on the highest levels of society, namely,
the level of ideas and religion.

Based on this theory Marx predicted that political power

would transfer itself to successive groups upon which the economic system was based.

This economic interpretation of history

saw power moving from the hands of landed gentry (aristocracy)
in an agrarian society to the hands of merchants and craftsmen

(bourgeoisie) in an emerging urban mercantile society to the

working class (proletariat) in an industrial society at which
point classes would disappear.

4
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Max Weber in "The Protestant Ethie and the Spirit of
Capitalism" challenged the Marxian analysis by insisting that
change originated in the top most level of society, the level
of ideas.

The Calvinist religion in England led to the

accumulation of wealth and the development of good work habits
upon which base industrialisation was allowed to develop.

The

causal factor was religion and the result was a change in the

economic base i.e. industrialisation.

Weber also admitted to

an interaction process but claimed change primarily originated
on the level of ideas.

While it would be presumptuous to assume that this paper
could resolve this great conflict, it is possible to draw

upon areas of agreement between the two.

In the study of

society, the important point is that there is a constant inter-

action between all levels of society.

Trying to pinpoint at

which level change originates becomes less important than understanding the process of interaction (the dialectic) between
all levels.

Tt is necessary to turn to more modern attempts to

understand the underlying dynamics of society.

Dealing with

broad factors is essential but it is now time to deal with the
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roles of the men who are the building blocks of those factors.
The sociology of knowledge is based on the belief that a

person’s position in the social structure will determine or at
a minimum influence what he knows and the method by which he

perceives the world around him.^

This leads to

a

tance of the status-quo by people on every level.

general accep-

Thus poor

people tend to blame themselves for failure and social scientists tend to develop theories about society that prove its
rightness.

Both have been through a socialization process that

has structured their perception of reality.
in their every day lives,

Simply, the events

if examined superficially, tend to

support it.
Social scientists who are a part of this process tend to

develop theories that explain how society works based on an
acceptance of the present society as ideal or natural.

7

The

most obvious of these theories can be lumped together under the
title of "structural-functional" theories.

The basic contention of structural-functional theories
is that the institutions and structure of a society would only

exist

i-r

they were functional for that society (functional
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meaning, good for its continued existence at a relatively high
level of efficiency).

The classical argument in support of this

theory is the justification of stratification, i.e. the hierarchical arrangement of society into levels of relative importance
in terms of wealth and power usually defined in terms of classes.

The argument as presented by Kingsley Davis and Wilbur Moore goes
like this:

all knovm societies are stratified, therefore,

stratification must be a functional necessity.

It is a nec-

essity because societies are so structured that some positions

which are functionally important must be filled by people who
have special talents or need special training.

In order to

make the most qualified people want to fill these positions you
have to attract them with higher rewards (salaries) than those

offered to people in less important positions.

inequality is

a

The resulting

necessary by-product of a system that insures

that the best people get the best jobs.

The structural- functional approach leads to the acceptance
i

of "equilibrium" theories of society.

o

In the most general

terms, a system is said to be in equilibrium when its parts are

relation
so compatible that none will change its position or
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to one another, barring outside influence.

In other words,

if all parts of a system are functioning correctly, no change

will occur.

Outside influences will trigger internal responses

that neutralize them and once again bring the system back to
equilibrium.

The rigidity of this theory forced its propo-

nents to modify it 'somewhat.

Instead of a stable equilibrium

there is also a dyna.mic equilibrium.

In other words small

change

are allowed as long as they pose no threat to the overall system.

This model however cannot be modified to allow for basic structural change.

Limited change is the most that the system can

incorporate

Attacks against this theory have taken basically two tracks
The first was to challenge the "functionalness" of the various

institutions in society.
is

Again the best example, was the attack

and Moore by Melvin Tumin who claimed that if anything
„

our stratification system was dysfunctional.

11

_

Because privi-

of the
lege could be transferred generationally, the children
to
so-called talented elite were given special opportunities

less fortunate
get top jobs while their possibly more talented,

friends were denied even the opportunity to compete.

Tumin and
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other social scientists claimed, in fact, that most
institutions
in society were set up for the preservation of the
status quo 12
.

C.

Wright Mills claimed there was a power elite in this country

made up of the top "business, military and government leaders
w ho consciously conspired to maintain if not increase their own

power and prevent others from gaining any.

1

^

Thus the equili-

brium theories were said to be no more than an intellectual excuse for maintaining the status quo.

Many social scientists claim that society instead of
being orgainzed around concensus is organized around conflict
situations.

This conflict ran the gamut from peaceful bar-

gaining in the marketplace' to open violence in the streets.
Furthermore, conflict could be stated most generally to be

between the classes, the "haves" and the "have nets"

.

Here

the second focus for attack on equilibrium theory came.

It had

no means of explaining major social or structural change.

Its

picture of long periods of stability occasioned by sporadic

brief periods of disequilibrium was countered with one that saw
constant conflict with brief periods of calm following major

battles
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Conflict theory and equilibrium theory tend to con-

verge into a theory of conflict management.

A

highly sophis-

ticated ruling elite through the instrument of government and

by an encompassing process of social control is able to maintain a relatively stable society.

Periods of crises or intense

conflict are resolved with as little loss of power as possible
and always with a plan to regain that power once things have once

again becere stable.
all of society.

Social control is a process that permeates

It starts on the level of family processes of

socialization and pressure to do what is right, moves to the

socialization process o^ the school and peer group pressure, on
the job and association pressures to conformity and finally to

legitimate state violence in the form of the police, the courts
and the jails.

Thus at every period of his life,

a

person is

confronted by pressures, institutional and personal, to conform
to the expectations of the social system of which he is a part.

The argument has come full circle.

tenet

1

Tn brief the basic

of the sociology of knowledge is that a person only knows

or perceives what his position in the social structure allows

<
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him to know or perceive.

If this is true why isn't the sys-

tem perfectly controlled and without any theories
that challenge
the status quo?

The only answer is that these statements are

approximations not absolutes.

The human experience contains so

many factors that no two people react exactly alike.

Because

of the underground of constant conflict, there will always be

people and groups who perceive the contradictions between the
"official line" and the realities of existence.

If these con-

tradictions become too great for too many people then intense
conflict will erupt in an attempt to force substantive change.
It is,

in fact, a tribute to the sophistication of govern-

ment and the power of social control that the contradictions within our society have yet to shake it to its roots.

The material

(economic) existence of large segments of the population may be

distorted by the ideas they hold, thus limiting action.

Only

by making people cognizant of their conditions and the reason
for it will they be able to make a rational decision of how to
proceed."

This is Marx's distinction between an unconscious

class and conscious class.

It must also be remembered however

that leaders from either side can get people to act or not to
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act based on false ideas and information.

theory of the pov/or of ideas.

This is Weber's

It becomes a moral question whether

or not a progressive leader, the champion of the oppressed, will

use the methods of idea manipulation that have been used on or

against him, to effect change or will depend on developing "consciousness" being enough of a motivating factor.
has its advantages and disadvantages.

Each method

Neutralizing status

quo propaganda is not an easy process without exaggerated

counter-propaganda.

A Black man v/ho hates black and loves

white may have to hate white before he can love Black.

As

the failure or limited success of Marx's predictions prove, con-

sciousness is not an easy commodity to affect.
More than anything the use of one or another method may
depend on timing.

As an impetus for change, shock treatments

are often necessary but to sustain that movement toward change

truth not exaggerations serves best.
The sheer size and complexity of the society creates

beauracracies whose primary function is self-perpetuation
and therefore resistance to change.

1

As long as there are new
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frontiers for dissenting groups to conquer (and therefore
stake out their own areas of control), inclusion in the
system
is possible.

Tf these frontiers disappear, the society be-

comes less willing to permit dissent because this dissent is

now turned inward and becomes a threat to the status quo.

Insti-

tutionalization of the status quo mitigates against change even
given a conscious excluded group.

Separation thus becomes an attractive alternative ^or

escaping a change proof system.

Many social movements in this

country lean in that direction and given the discussion in
chapter two it is necessary to examine this alternative also.
Social movements have been an important area of research for

social scientists because of their visibility within an

otherwise smoothly functioning system.

The fact that they

exist at all is due to some need felt by the participants.

These needs may exist in any society but the specific char-

acter of any social movement will reveal those needs most strongly
felt in a given society at a given time.

The tool of analysis

presented initially is a rough description of the theory of
Collective Behavior by Neil

J.

Smelser.

'The sections of the
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theory having to do with "Value Oriented Movements"
will be one

means of analyzing some of the important variables
at work in
the development of the Black community.

following definition.

A

Smelser provides the

value oriented movement is a collective

attempt to restore, protect, modify or create values in the name
of a generalized belief.*®
A value oriented belief envisions a modification of those

conceptions concerning "nature, man's place in it, man's

relation to man, and the desirable and nondesirable as they
n r\

rcay

relate to man -environment and interhuman relation.

,,x

~

Thus

it envisions a change in man's attitudes about himself and the

society in which he lives.

The appearance of these beliefs

is not instantaneous but rather a complex ordering of events and

ideas.

This arrangement might best be viewed as a value-added

process in which one step (or stage) leads to another, the

consequences of which lead to another, etc.

The diagram on

the next page should give a clear idea of the steps involved in

the creation of value oriented beliefs.

This chart outlines the creation of a belief that will be
the basis or guiding light behind a value oriented movement.
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The

TnoveTTient

itself must also develop and reach
some stage of

actualization.

The development of the movement is
almost im-

possible to arrange in

a chart,

because the movement at any

one time is the result of previous and
present importance and

development of a number of variables.
By analyzing these variables and their effect on
the movement, however, it should be possible to better understand
and

appreciate the movement in its present condition.
to be examined are strain,

The variables

structural conduciveness, growth of

generalized beliefs and the role of precipitating factors, and

mobilization for action and social control.
Strain means exactly what it implies, that in order for a

movement to appear, there must be some real or perceived cause
for dissatisfaction with the accepted values and norms within
the society.

Some group must feel that a change is necessary to

alleviate the present conditions.

If everyone is content,

obviously there will be no movement unless it be one of maintaining those conditions.

Assuming that there is some sort of strain, the society
structured in such a way that it permits a particular type of

is
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movement to develop.

For instance, in a society that awards

social status based on the number of male children in
the family,

it would be difficult if not impossible to win
acceptance

for a population control program, regardless of conditions
of

overcrowding and poverty.
mit that particular change.

The society is not structured to per-

This phenomena is called structural

conduciveness and is os, if not more, important than strain.
The growth of a generalized belief and the role of precipi-

tating events are two important factors affecting the growth
of the movement.

Since the generalized belief becomes the

ideology of the movement, the movement must necessarily change
as its ideology matures and/or changes.

If certain stages

are left out in the chart then the movement may not be able to

express itself in all areas of society.

The timing and charac-

ter of precipitating events may change, speed up, or slow down
the growth and direction of the movement.

Along with these factors there is also a need to consider
the last two, mobilization for action and social control.

The

movement will necessarily try to take action to achieve it’s
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ends and society will necessarily have built-in
controls to

maintain itself.

Social control has four basic areas that it

tries to enforce; they are
1.

Ruling out uninstitutionalized expression of hostility.

2.

Ruling out direct challenges to legitimacy.

i.e.

this is called "political effectiveness".
3-

change

,

Opening channels for peaceful agitation for normative
and permitting a patient and thorough hearing for the

aggrieved groups.
4.

i.e.

this is called "flexibility".

Attempting to reduce the sources of strain that initia-

ted the value oriented movement.

ness

i.e.

this is called "responsive-

.

The failures of social control provide incentive for action
on part of the movement, or lead to corrective measures which

are usually outside generally acceptable behavior patterns, i.e.,

war and genocide.
The last chapter will try to analyze the relationship be-

tween education and the development of the Black community; by

analyzing sources of strain, by analyzing the structural conduciveness of the society and by explaining the roles that the
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growth of a generalized belief, precipitating
factors, mobilization for action, and social control play
in the development
of the movement.

A second extremely important model to consider
is Barbara A.

Sizemore's Power Inclusion Model for Excluded Groups.

The basic

belief here is that no group achieves "equality” until they have
first built their own political and economic power base.

For

groups denied access to the political and economic process this

means a period of separatism during which an emphasis is placed
on self-development.

Figure II.

Coalitions
Voting Blocs
Community
Control

Business Power
Union Pov/er
Personal Wealth
Myths, Rites
Rituals
Institutions and
Organizations
Ideas, Activism

See illustration below of this model.

Power-Inclusion Model for
Excluded Groups

National Power
of Group

Power of
Other Groups

Stage
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5
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Economic Base
on Group Identity
and Cohesion

Stage 3
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Rejection of
Others
(Negative
Identity)

Identity
Group
Cohesion

Stage 2
Nationalism

Stage 1
Separatism

Cohesion
Religion
Ethnicity, Language Pseudospecies Declaration
Identity Specification
Culture, Race
Territorial Imperative

Barbara A. Sizemore, "Separations A Reality Approach
Sources
Racial Crisis in American
to Inclusion?" in Robert L. Green, ed.
Education (Chicagos Follett Educational Corp. 1969) PP* 249-276.
,

,

»
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Self-Esteem
Much of the push in progressive education has been to
increase situations that create a positive self-image 21
.

The

school systems now, primarily because of the efforts of racist
and class conscious teachers, destroy the self-esteem of poor

and minority group children.

This has been shown to have dis-

astrous effects on the academic achievement of these children 22
.

It has,

in fact been touted as the primary cause for the acade-

mic failure of inner-city youths.

While this paper questions

this simplistic interpretation of reality, it does recognize the

important role that self-esteem, dignity, and a positive selfimage play in the academic lives of children.

The point that

this paper has tried to make is that these feelings of self worth

cannot be truly created in an isolated institutional setting.

They must incorporate the life situation of the student.

23

A

Black educational experience that is cognizant of creating, increasing and maintaining self-esteem in its students would have
to be structured along certain lines!
A.

The school must provide a view of society that allows

the student to think of his position in that society in positive
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terms

.

B.

The school must provide a historical and
cultural con-

text for its students that they can identify as
their own.
C.

The school must present an accurate description
of

black-white relations in this country in economic, social,
and
political terms.
D.

The school must encourage an exploration of methods

for improving the position of Black people.
E.

The school must present academic material in a manner

consistent with the student's life and relevant to his needs.
F.

This material must be presented within an ideological

context that gives positive meaning for the educational process
itself.

While the above list is fairly exhaustive, it does not in
fact deal with many areas of the "methods of teaching", teacher-

student ratio or the use of community-based paraprof essionals.

These are important need areas but of more concern to education
in its present racist setting and in fact regardless of the attempts

made in these areas, few programs, if any, have succeeded.

24

historically been demonstrated that under the right conditions

It has
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any method of education will work.

"Good" methods with the

right conditions, however, can be damaging.

What specifically

comes to mind is the increasing permissiveness and lack of

discipline in recent innovations mentioned elsewhere
paper.

in this

It becomes incumbent upon the educator to create the

right conditions as a basic step in designing methods.

The

right conditions for Black children can only be found in

a

school that is totally aware of the nature and organization of
this society and plays a central part in dealing with it.

Black

schools cannot be perpetuators of the status quo if they are to

have any significant positive impact on the condition of Black

people in America.

A black view of society, a black understand-

ing of social dynamics and a black program of development must

all be presented in school if the schools are to participate
in bringing about equality in America.

self-sufficiency approaches.

Equality approaches as

Equality cannot exist in a society

based on inequality of economic wealth, political power or
social and cultural status.
The dilemma revolves around two facts.

The first is

a
that every ethnic group in America has "made it" by moving as
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group, bygrabbing a section of the economy and
maintaining

contact with their sub-culture.

They did this, however, during

the time of rapid industrialization and technological
advances.

The wealth and opportunity have since been shared
out and at tho

present time, there is no area economic or territorial that
Black
people can claim for their own.~^
Can then Black people use the same method to secure a place

within the mainstream of American society?

Are Black people

no v/ superfluous to the American society with no chance of

inclusion except on a very limited individual basis?

Are

there other methods to bring about inclusion?

First of all it would appear that American society
an ethnic society.

is still

The "melting pot" has never become a sig-

nificant force either economically or politically for Black
people.

It would seem therefore that group development and po-

wer are essential, if not for inclusion, then for survival.
condly it

is-

Se-

obvious that Black people are indeed superfluous to

American society and that Black people as a group may have to
reorder their priorities.

p' A

It may be time to concentrate mere

on group development than inclusion.

There is enough money
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within the Black community to maintain a decent standard
of
living for all its people.

^

Anyone who has lived a "street

life" realizes the enormous amount of money that goes for
dope,

liquor

,

end prostitution.

Tt will, however, take a complete

overhaul of values to funnel this money into more heneficial
directions.

This leads to the second problem.

As much as the word "soul" is claimed as the exclusive pro-

perty of Black people, any close examination of the Black
community shows that it is, in fact, soul-less.

It is instead

a cultural void based on a white value system that regards Black

people solely as a market especially for illegal, destructive

goods such as heroin, a truly soul destroying commodity.

This

void is as much the fault of Black people as white.
Black intellectuals have been so intent on entering the

white world that they have failed to supply the leadership nec-

essary for cultural development.

Thus the dialogue between

those who argue for and against a culture of poverty reaches
an end.

There is a culture of poverty for Black people, a

culture based on an unlivable set of white values and aspirations.

This reflection of white culture means a lack of culture for
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Black people.

A Black culture does not exist.

This lack of

3

culture, of a "soul", is the Train obstacle to Black
development.
It is characterized by all the ills attributed to
poverty:

alienation, hopelessness, welfare, children out of wedlock,
dope,

illiteracy and on and on.

Poverty does not create these

variables but the lack of a "soul" will turn them into

a

of life.

place in

Without hope, without an identity, without

the scheme of things, i.e.

a

way

ideology, and without a purpose, the

fabric of society comes apart into its individual threads and
a

thread cannot bear the burden.

Man is a social animal and if

a Black man does not have a Black group to relate to he loses

his humanness.
If the condition of Black people is to improve they must

become more than individuals with a false culture.

They must

realistically evaluate their position within this society and
define a broadbased program for improving the lives of all Black
people.

The foundations of this program are group loyalty and

group responsibility.

Those who insist for moralistic reasons

on treating all people equally regardless of race, color, or

creed will find themselves fighting a battle for their own
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equality while lying on their backs with hands and feet
tied
behind them.

Equality is not a god given right;

arrangement.

Unless Black people start relying on self instead

it is a social

of appealing to the conscience and laws of others, equality
will

remain part of the American myth and little more.

Attitudes and values have to be based on one's own condition
not on the attitudes and values of others.

The attitudes and

values of the majority are based on a system designed to keep

Black people on the bottom of the present economic, political,
cultural and social structure.

Harold Cruse in Crisis of the Ne?ro Intel lectua

places most

of the blame for failing to develop a black culture on the Black

intellectual.

Black intellectuals have failed to develop a

unique Black cultural milieu.

Instead they have recognized the

authority of white intellectuals (under the guise of their integrationist philosophy) accepting their criticism and depending on them for patronage.

The Black intellectual has also

failed to tie together cultural, economic, political and social

factors
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Since integrate onists see very little in "roup
economic power, or black political power, to say

nothing of cultural identity, they ultimately mislead many Negroes on the bottom of the social scale
whose fundamental ethnic group problems the integral?,

onists evade and cannot solve

As long as the Negro’s cultural identity is in

question or open to self-doubts, then there can
be no positive identification with the real demands
of his political and economic existence. ^8
The Black educator has risen to a place of possible in-

fluence comparable to the Black intellectual.
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Because he has such direct influence on the minds of young

Black children, he is in a unique position to provide the training that youth will need to survive in white America.

For the

majority of these youths this will mean training in how to buiid,
'

develop and control his own community, not training in how to
become a token executive in a white corporation.

Many students may have the options and many will elect
in terms
to become executives, but these people must also think

of community, race or group.

Black people must remain on the

until external
inside of white America to prevent genocide, but
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independence develops there will be no equality in
America.

Economic and political power can only be built on
cultural base.

a strong

Black people must be committed to votin^ and

buying Black, even if sometimes that means higher prices
and
poor politics.

Once the commitment is made the most effective

and efficient business enterprises and politicians will emerge.

Without that group cohesiveness, without that "soul", Black
people will continue to be a market for white business and

politicians who are not primarily committed to the welfare of
Black people.
Conclusion
Perhaps it is best to end this chapter by reemphasizing the

interrelatedness of the various institutions of society.

That

the political, economic and cultural aspects of society interact

has been maintained throughout this paper.

The role of education

as the socialization process in society concerned primarily with
the transference of culture cannot be seen as other than one of
the most crucial instruments of change.

Paulo Friere in

Cultural Action for Freedom maintains that man must first be
educated before he can begin to understand, let alone affect the
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course of history and

his own destiny.

From this last point of view, the illiterate is no
longer a person living on the fringe of society, a
marginal man, hut rather a representative of the
dominated strata of society, in conscious or unconscious opposition to whose who, in the same
structure, treat him as a thing. Thus, also teaching

men to read and write is no longer an inconsequential
matter of ha, he, ho, hu, of memorizing an alienated
word, hut a difficult apprenticeship in naming the
world. ^9
The Black man in America must he taught about white America, his relationship to it and his o wn history and culture.

As long as the schools teach nothing hut the myths of American
society, as long as Black children grow up with no culture of

their own then a Black community cognizant of and determined
to change its condition will never emerge.

This process of learning may mean it will he necessary to

recreate a Black culture that has for so long remained dormant

under the oppressive weight of the white middle class norms.
If Black children are to grow, they cannot deny white America

and have nothing with which to replace it.
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It is not the dominator who constructs a culture
and imposes it on the dominated.
This culture
is the result of the structural relations between

the dominated and the dominators

As Black America changes its relations with white America so

will its culture change and develop.

Yet, until the Black

community takes purposeful action on its own to change those
relations, the culture which has grown out of the present de-

grading relationship will continue to reinforce those relations,
^he solution is an entirely new process of socialization.

Schools
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rather schools that describe the world and tell their students
to define their own relationship to it, are basic to change.

The school system within the Nation of Islam is an attempt
to provide this kind of educational structure.

It is possibly

the only large scale attempt to do so for Black people.

While

it may not meet all of the needs described here it will be ex-

amined to provide clues that are fundamental to the development
of an ideal system.

CHAPTER IV

THE UNIVERSITY OF ISLAM:

A BRIEF

REVIEW OF THE BLACK MUSLIM SCHOOL SYSTEM

Any attempt to define a meaningful Black alternative
for
the education of Black children in America forces
us to examine

the University of Islam# the education component of the
Lost-

Found Nation of Islam (Black Muslims).

This is necessary be-

cause the University of Islam is the only nation-wide Black

educational system.

It cannot be ignored.

While the schools

are extremely nationalistic (they serve a propaganda and re-

cruitment function), there is every indication that the nation-

alism aids rather than hinders the educational process.

In

order to better understand this process, it is first important
to understand the teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad
(the Messenger of Allah and leader of the Muslims) and then to

understand the role the Nation plays as a mass movement.

1

In 1930 an itinerate merchant in Detroit’s Black community

by the name of W.D. Fard, began to teach his customers about

their "homeland" in Africa, about their history, about the pro-

per way to live and about their return to a place of honor and
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respect in the world.

He also taught them the religion
of Islam

which he claimed was their original religion
in Africa and that
it had been robbed from them by the white
man who substituted

his own religion, Christianity, to enslave the
mind as well as
the body of the people he stole and brought to
the wilderness
of North America.

As word of his teachings spread, the new

prophet was no longer able to hold meetings in the homes of
his followers and was forced to rent a hall.

This became the

first temple of the Lost-Found Nation of Islam.

Little is known of the origins of W.D.Fard and he dis-

appeared in 193^ as mysteriously as he had appeared a few years
earlier.

Elijah Poole, one of the first followers of Fard,

changed his name to Elijah Muhammad, and emerged as the new
leader.

Elijah Muhammad proceeded to transform a relatively ob-

scure cult into a nation-wide movement and one of the most powerful groups in the Black community.
Fard.

He did not, however, forget

Master Fard Muhammad, Elijah Muhammad claims, was actually

Allah in human form who had come to teach the so-called Negro
of himself.

He, Elijah, was merely spreading the word of his
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teacher, i.e., the Messenger of Allah.

Under master Fard the

Nation achieved a size and a cohesiveness
that permitted them
the opportunity to establish a
hierarchy and identity to which

they could recruit new followers.

The basic program has not

changed through the years and growth has
enabled the Nation
to begin to implement many parts of its
program.

?

Prom the contents of the "program", it is
clear that the
Nation of Islam is designed to appeal to the strong
nationalistic feelings in the Black community.

This appeal is, if anything,

even more strongly seen in Muslim meetings and recruiting
efforts.

Anti-white, pro-Black sentiments supply

a

much needed stimu-

lus in a community scarred by apathy and four hundred years of

oppression and slavery.

Once a person is recruited, however,

more basic economic and social factors become emphasized.'

Thus

the dual focus of what the Muslims wart and what they believe
is continually actualized throughout all stages of the movement.

The religion of Islam becomes in practice a means of re-

brainwashing the participants.

It offers a new moral code and

life style and seeks to repudiate and correct the negative

elements of ghetto life.

It is used to create a new "knowledge

1
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of self" based on the superiority
as opposed to the inferiority
of Eiack people.

v

Most of the attacks on the Muslims are
center-

ed around the methods used to bring
about this mental ressurcc-

tion, especially the verbal abuse heaped
on white people and the

Christian religion.

Tf one accepts the necessity of creat-

ing a new culture, as the basis for salvaging
the Black commu-

nities in America, one has to appreciate the totality of the

Muslim attempt

To dispute methods involves the demonstration

.

of more successful methods and no such demonstration has taken

place.

In brief,

the Muslims draw upon the strong current of

nationalism present in the Black community and as long as that
current persists so will the Muslims.

Within a nationalist

ideology the Muslims' program and methods are consistent and
logical

:
.

As well as gaining knowledge of self the Nation urges its

members to work for self.
levels.

This economic program works on two

First each member is expected to live according to the

rules of the Nation, quasi-religious.
or use drugs.

He cannot smoke, drink,

He must provide for his family.

The women cannot

use much if any cosmetics and dressing to meet the fashion is
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not permitted

The religious restrictions
imposed on the life

.

style of the Nations' members is
reminiscent of the Protestant

Ethic in England which was a cornerstone
in the development of

capitalism

7
.

Denying white cultural standards and
values and

substituting a cultural and value system
that is frugal has
enabled Black families to better manage
their budgets and achieve
a respectable standard of living.

There is no miracle in this

process and by redefining the cultural standards
is not delayed;

it is merely reinterpreted.

,

^ratif* cation

Thousands of in-

dividual cases of financial success also is a good
indicator of
the amount of wealth in the Black community and what it
can

accomplish if put to good use

8
.

The second part of the Muslim economic program is macro-

economics instead of individual economic efforts.

Each member

of the Nation is expected to contribute a percentage of his

income to the Nation.

While there is no absolute on the size

of this percentage, members are expected to give according to

their ability.

The religious faith involved is so strong that

this often reaches thirty or forty percent but an average figure
is around ten percent.

Besides regular contributions special
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fund raising activities take place for individual projects

such as the University or the Hospital.

The individual differ-

ences as well as special funds make it difficult to pin down the
exact fiscal requirements on each member.
Tt is a favorite ploy at Muslim meetings to impress new-

comers by having the membership demonstrate their financial

prosperity by displaying a roll of bills.

At fund raising event

members are expected to contribute relatively large sums. °

The

Muslims are proud of their success, will arrogantly display it
and invite you to join the Nation and become as successful

This pride becomes greatest when they are able to point to the

developing economy of the Nation under Elijah Muhammad's
leadership.

These include farms, a trucking firm, a food pro-

cessing plant, clothing factories, a press, restaurants, land,
apartments, the Islamic Center in Chicago, the University, a
bank, etc.

Each new economic success brings the ideal of econ-

omic independence from white America that much closer.

11
*

These

business enterprises also provide jobs for those members unable to find work and is a serious attempt to keep Black wages
in Black hands.

This important phase of the macro-economic
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pro^ram,

(the emphasis Elijah Muhammad
places on buying Black)

has a positive impact on Black business
in general 12
.

The Nation has not experienced a smooth
development.

Dis-

sension within has been even more destructive
than attacks from
without.
pose's,
'

-

Outside attacks against the Nation in the
form of exthe most famous is probably "The Hate that
Hate Produced"

have usually made people in the Black community
more curious

than ever about the movement 13
.

The Nation has been quick to

take advantage of all publicity it has received, especially
from
the white media.

In fact publicity was crucial to the rapid

growth of the Nation.

Ideological conflicts, rivalries, and power struggles within the nation have proved troublesome from the beginning.

Anti-

nationalist Muslims, more orthodox Muslims, and moderates have
split from the Nation or have set up competing sects.

Moderates

in Detroit forced Elijah to move to Temple number two in Chicago

soon after he became the leader of the nation and the head-

quarters have been in Chicago ever since.

Detroit has not suffered.

14

The temple in

Elijah's aggressive program, which

he was able to develop free from the rivalries in Detroit, has
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resultcd in a temple or mission in every major
urban area with
a sizeable Black population.

While all these temples have pros-

pered, Chicago has become the showpiece or the
Mecca of the West.

The most famous dissenter was. also the most successful
of the Muslim ministers, Malcolm X.

Malcolm Little, converted

in prison and renamed Malcolm X, rose to the position of
national

spokesman for the Nation.

His position as minister of the Temple

in Harlem as well as his personal genius and charisma provided

him with a platform in the media capital of the world, New York
City.

His eloquence drew recruits by the thousands but finally

he incurred the wrath of Elijah Muhammad when he commented on

the assassination of John F. Kennedy by saying, "the chickens

have come home to roost".
To prevent outright oppression of the Nation, Elijah has
had to walk a thin line between treason against the United States

and a legitimate religious, self-help program.

Malcolm's state-

ment, though based on the accepted ideology put the Nation in

dangerous territory.

Elijah, in November of 1963

»

probably

with the urgings of Malcolm's rivals, "silenced" Malcolm and
later suspended him.

This however, was only the beginning of
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this conflict.

Shortly after Malcolm X made a
pilgrimage to Mecca and
was impressed by the fact that
Muslims of all races and rationalities worshipped together.

This eventually led to his with-

drawal from the Nation (while still
under suspension) and the

establishment of separate political and
religious organizations. 16

Malcolm's conflict with Elijah and the
philosophy of the
Nation wan a serious blow to the Nation

Malcolm's assassination

in the Audubon Ballroom on February 24
th,

1965 reportedly at the

hands of gunmen who still followed Elijah was almost
crippling. 17
The low profile of the Nation following Malcolm's
death
can be attributed to two major causes.

The first revolved around

a decrease in size because of the supposed complicity
of the

Nation in Malcolm's assassination.

The second was based on

the desire of Elijah to get out of the headlines and back to
the business of slow careful nation building.

This was prc-

bably a period of house cleaning also following the huge increase
in membership during Malcolm's lifetime.

It was also a time

when federal agents and infiltrators did their best to destroy
the Nation.
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^he late sixties and early seventies have seen the
Nation

reemerge more powerfully than ever and with a greater degree of
security.

Greater loyalty to the Nation generally and the Mes-

senger specifically is demanded to prevent any further highly

destructive dissensions.

Malcolm influenced and was an example

of a swing away from the strict nationalist doctrine.

His

policy of coalition with all groups struggling against oppression marked most movement groups during the political upheavals
of the sixties.

The disillusionment with white allies that grew

during this period, especially as the Viet Nam War drew to a
close, marked a swing "back to a more nationalist stance in the

Black community.

This swing is also responsible for the new

vigor and health to be found in the Nation.
The only other area of trouble has been with Muslims of

other sects.

While some of these groups have splintered off

from the Nation, as did Abdul Muhammad in the beginning of the

movement and Malcolm

X

more recently, other Muslim sects have
-l

always existed in this country.

O

#

The claim that the Nation is

not orthodox is the method of attack used by its chiei rivals,
small as they are.

The Hanafi Mussulman sect which suffered a
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brutal attack in January 1973, supposedly by
followers of Elijah,
have approximately one thousand members.^

The Nation ha^

been successful, hov/ever, in winning the recognition
and support
of most Muslims around the world.

This was clearly demonstrated

by a loan from Libya of three million dollars that allowed
Elijah
to buy the New Islamic Center in Chicago.

One of the foundations of the Nation of Islam is their own

parochial school system.

The University of

7 s? am,

as it is

known, has existed since 1932 in Detroit and 1934 in Chicago.

While the school system serves many important functions within
the Nation at least part of the reason it was established

war,

Elijah's reaction to the public school system.
Negro education has not enabled him to think for
himself, to inquire into his past, to be proud of
his heritage prior to slavery, and to have a desire
to become independent economically or otherwise.

Above all, the educated Negro elite is irresponsible;
their education has not made them ^eel responsible for
the community or for their people.

21

The University of Islam is found in every temple throughout
OO

the United States.""
of facilities.

Each location varies in size and extent

The Islamic Center in Chicago boasts a completely

-1

.
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equipped school that enables its students to
pursue their

education right through college level study.

Most of the other

schools confine their activities to the primary and
secondary
level.

In some of the smaller temples, Muslim children attend

public secondary schools, although every effort is made to
insure they do not begin to drift away from the temple.

Every

temple seeks to expand its educational offerings as far as

possible

m

order to keep its children in Muslim schools.'-

One of the main stumbling blocks in this process of ex-

pansion is finding qualified instructors

.

The Muslim recruit-

ment program, by placing its emphasis on poor inner-city residents, often fails to recruit members who have the necessary
.

skills, credentials or experience to teach.

eral methods of dealing with the problem.

24
'

There are sev-

The Nation has never

insisted on credentials and many schools use regular members as
teachers, especially in the lower grades and with the girls classes.

^

Some schools hire non-Muslims as teachers.

This was

even dene in the early days of the Chicago temple and continues
today.

The demand for qualified people is most acutely felt in

the job of director of the school.

The administrative training
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and general knowledge of the educational process so necessary
to the position have often forced the Nation to seek qualified

people outside of its own ranks.

The temple will seek to con-

vert this outsider or to have someone learn his job as quickly
as possible if conversion fails.

These tactics, the low pay,

and the benefits of growth have enabled the Nation to strictly

limit the number of outsiders in the schools.
The s’chool is able to maintain its totally parochial nature

because

is self sufficient.

i.t

It does not accept money

from either the state or the federal government to support
the school system and thus avoids laws against segregation.
No white people may enter the school either as teachers or as

Absolute control is an essential the Nation refuses

students.
.

to compromise.

2.6

Before continuing with a description of the formal school,
process extends
it should be pointed out that the educational
to adult members as well.

Each temple insists that its members

this end.
be literate and holds adult classes to

The minister

that they can best serve
in each temple will inform the members
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the nation if they are able to read
and write.

essary shills

m

These are nec-

the process of discovering; one's self.

Each

member is also required to read the words of
the Messenger and
the Holy Koran.

mhe adult classes are usually made a
part of

the regular meeting night activities.

Members also become

motivated to devel op these skills on their own.
This emphasis on acquiring basic skills is the foundation
of the entire educational program.

While the schools clearly

serve an indoctrination function, they are equally concerned
b

«

«—>

«*

V.

6a01

*

x

yk

M
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their students all the skills necessarv to the

development of the Nation as an independent, self-sufficient
entity.

The promise of an independent, proud and powerful nation

provides the basic motivating factor for students.

It is to

this end rather than teaching hate that the nation slants its
instruction.

The Blackman's relationship to the white man is

covered in history classes and social studies classes.

The

only other ma.gor area of curriculum that is not strictly skills
?8
oriented is the teaching of Arabic.
"

Instruction in the lan-

guage begins in the earliest grades and continues throughout
the later grades.

The insistence on Arabic is two fold.

First
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of all, it is the language of Islam and thus
basic to the prac-

tice of the religion.

Perhaps more importantly it is the lan-

guage of the Lost-Found Nation of Islam in the Wilderness of
North America, with all the psychological impact of a national
language.

It promotes camaraderie and enforces the concept of

a separate identity.

Classes for boys and girls are held separately.

The rea-

son for this is that the Messenger believes that learning and

romancing do not mix.

The school can accomplish its duty

more successfully if there are no distractions.

Boys and girls

are trained to assume different roles in adult life; thus their

training must differ.

Much more emphasis is placed on teaching

girls about maintaining a proper home.

Limited skill training

opportunities are becoming available but the belief that a woman's primary responsibility is to husband, family and home

dictates the tone and substance of the program as a whole.

The

men are taught to revere their women and a common Muslim saying
is that a man can rise no higher than his wife.

to build a strong,

if traditional,

Besides trying

family structure the separa-

tion of the sexes has moral overtones.

The Messenger teaches
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that the so-called Negro has in part been destroyed because
he has adopted the corrupt moral standards of white America.
Tt will be necessary to adopt the pure moral standard of Is-

lam if the Black man is to assume his rightful dace as the

leader in the world, the original children of Allah.
The end of education in the Nation is character
building, Muhammad believes that if basic 'moral'
virtues are inculcated in the individual, his hap-

piness and the welfare of society would be enhanced.

Muslim men are held to these moral standards.

ao

They must

provide for their home, they must not have extra marital re-

lationships and they must revere women as basic to the sur-

vival of the race and cease regarding them as sex objects.

Obviously moral standards will only be followed to varying
decrees by different members.

Group pressure, however, does

tend to force members to maintain the integrity of their families.

While the basics of the moral standards are laid down in
the school, other parts of the temple enforce and reinforce them.

What is of note here is that the schools are so consciously
a

perfectly matching part of the entire Muslim program.

Every-

standards is
th ins’ they teach from skills to language to moral
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picked up reinforced and channeled by the rest of the nation.

There seems to be no wasted or useless activity because the program is goal oriented; superflous activities are eliminated.

Along these same lines the schools are designed so that the
girls go for two and a half hours in the morning and the boys
for an equal amount of time in the afternoon.'

This rela-

tively short length of time is deemed adequate by the school
officials due to the lack of distractions and the highly disciplined work.

The schools are open fifty weeks a year.

Since

every day is a valuable opportunity to improve seif and since

vacations are wasted and frivolous, the only times off ^ron
school are two weeks in August and religious holidays.

The

steady process of education uninterrupted by long vacations
also seems to be a time saver.

The lengthy period of review

following vacations in public schools is limited.

Many min-

of valuable
isters feel that vacations are more than a waste

children to get into
time; they are also opportunities for
trouble.

exists
While it is seldom verbalized, the belief

with the evils of North
that children are ill-prepared to deal

America.

work to prepare
The temple, the school, and the family
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th e child to face these evils as a good Muslim and protect him

until he reaches this point.
Both boys and girls must follow strict dress codes and

behavior requirements.

The girls wear long dresses and head

coverings and the boys dark suits and ties.^ 2

The schools through

the Muslim clothing industry sell the correct "uniform" at rea-

sonable prices.
They) are

+h e

the nation.

These dress codes are not confined to the schools.

o’cnorr

1

*!

dress requirements

Tnr

a"'

1

q-p

As requirements they are only relaxed in the pri-

vacy of your own heme.

Students are also required to be con-

stantly attentive and polite.
expected of adults.

Again, this is behavior also

The important feature of this preparation

for adult life 5s the strict discipline with which it is en-

forced in the schools.

A

visitor to the school is usually

surprised at the uniform politeness and quiet behavior on the
part of the students.

astonishing.

The contrast with the public schools is

The discipline is reinforced in the Muslin home.

Usually parents are reprimanded for the misbehavior of their
children.

They might even he suspended from the Temple for

"failure to look after the Morals" of their children.
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In the later grades (secondary) the students attitudes,

while still polite, become more aggressive in expounding the

benefits of the Nation.

The students are anxious to back up

this statement of this faith by demonstrating the skills and

knowledge they have acquired.

This behavior is especially

noticeable in young ministers who seek to demonstrate superior
knowledge as proof of the correctness of the Muslim program.
The national spokesman, Minister Louis Farrakan, has giver

statistics about the earth and the solar system for close to
an hour without pause

m

_

.

sucn an eriort.

15

The schools will not give evidence of achievement (besides

personal performance) although they claim that their students
are at or above grade level.

Muslim minister in

Dr. Lonnie Shabazz the chief

Y/ashi ngton D.C-.

makes this claim in a city

half years bewhere the public schools are running two and a
grade levels
hind the national average at the ninth

While they

their pride
offer no hard data to support these claims

m

the

they put into makschool system and the energy and sacrifice
them.
ing them work seem to support

the parents of
Support also comes from another area,
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non-Muslim children enrolled in the school 39
.

Reports on the

Muslims emphasize the private school role the Muslin schools
play in the Black community 39
.

There is little of the innova-

tion found in the more progressive white, private schools and
the strict discipline so often frowned upon in many of these

schools is 'basic to the Muslim schools.

The increase in member-

ship as well as outside applications are forcing the Muslims
This in effect spells the death

to mive priority to their own.

of this service to the Black community as a whole.

The major problem the schools face ir from within.

Secon-

dary level students who see non-Muslim friends making money,
on vacation, sporting luxuries the Nation considers frivolous

and associating with members of the opposite sex in a free

unchaperoned manner are tempted to leave the school for a public
39
one or the Nation altogether
.

vent too drastic

a

reaction.

Strong family ties usually pre-

The intensive indoctrination that

star
the students received while they were in school tends to

leave
with them even if they leave the Nation, and those that

often return.

Just as the public schools fail to turn out only

schools fail.
responsible loyal Americans so too do the Muslim
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The next ten years will show the amount of success the

schools will achieve.

As the number of children who ?o to no-

thing but Muslim schools increases so will the graduates.

If

these graduates become a loyal and useful part of the Nation,
the schools will have succeeded.

An emphasis must be placed on the way the school system
is totally integrated into Muslim life.

Teachers in the schools

are some of the most respected members of the Muslim community.

They must not only be capable of communicating their subject
matter but they must do it in a way consistent with the Nation's
ideology.
Islam.

Most teachers are thus by necessity also students of

While the schools hire a full time director (usually from

the membership) the minister and other members are also in-

volved.

The minister is

^.e*

local spark plug, constantly

extolling the membership to greater service to Allah and the
Nation.

The method most often observed is positive encourage-

ment coming from praise.

The minister also uses this period of

have and
praise to tell the students what a good teacher they

that they should pay attention to him.

Thus the authority of

the minister is used to support the teachers.
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The mir.ister also directly rewards the students.

He does

this verbally when a teacher brings a particular student to his

attention or on special occasions in the newspaper Wuhan-mad
Sneads

.

The Muslim method of motivation is better characterized

by the word emulation than the word competition.

Everyone is

encouraged to do better, but credit is given to Elijah Muhammad,
not taken personally.

Improvement of the race means that every-

one must improve and each must help the other.

This method al-

so increases loyalty proportionate to achievement, thus building
a self

reinforcing mechanism.

Since all members of the Nation are involved in some

educational activities whether it be religious or skill buildstudent.
inn, there is no stigma attached to being a

In fact

strive to improve
the stigma is attached to those who cease to

This is interpreted as being destructive to group
(nation) as well as self.
insure
s chool maintenance men (to
Other members serve as s

there is no outside interference) on

a

rotating "basis or

according to availability.
plays a basic role in the
The Muslim school system thus
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building of a quasi-nation.

Its responsibility is to that con-

cept of nation and through the Nation to the youth they teach.

The children are considered the future of the Lost-Found Nation
of Tslam.

Their instruction is designed to make them valuable

adult members of that Nation.

This takes their education out

of the abstract and provides it with a very practical base.

Because it is goal oriented (in realistic terms) there seems
to be little problem with over-all operation and success.

While this thesis does not suggest that all Black children
be sent to Muslim schools it does suggest that much can be

learned from these schools.

They offer a model designed to

meet the needs of the masses of Black people;

a

model cognizant

of the weaknesses of the Black community and one oriented to

achieving specific goals.

Chapter five will attempt to trans-

late this model into one appropriate for the public school

system

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The first four chapters we re desired to show the present

emphasis on liberal educational alternatives, the role played

by institutions training teachers, the parameters restricting
change, and a working Black educational alternative.

Chapter

TIT presented a theoretical framework with which to analyze

the information presented in the ether chapters.

Chapt r

'

v

‘

V

will deal with this analysis and offer suggestions for improving
the educational programs of Black children.

Throughout this thesis we have flirted with the definition of the goals of a Black educational program.

An educa-

tional program must exist within the larger context of life
style and opportunities available to the people for which it
is designed.

Given the history of Black-White relations in

for
this country and the lack of significant new frontiers

white
expansion, it is relevant to ask if Black people and

people do in fact have the same goals.

Even long range objec-

only be reachtives of equality and material well-being might
ed by separate paths.

If it is to survive and prosper the
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Black community must make its number one priority
that of developing a social and economic system structured
to maximize the

opportunity for success.

It must heal itself before it can

bes^in to compete with the dominant segment
of society and stnur-

gle for parity of opportunity and representation.

Black people

cannot carry on this fight from a base rotted by drugs,
poverty, self-hatred,

social

system

inadequate education and a weak family and

Nc cne area can be improved without a cc^nor--

ponding impact on the others.

m he

"interconnectedness" of

all aspects of society and culture prevent the dealing with

problems piecemeal.

“

The success of the Nation cf Islam is

based on the reinforcement of each segment of its program by
the others.

A

Muslim religious ethic is as important to eco-

nomic prosperity for the Nation as the Protestant Ethic was to
the development of capitalism.

a
^

Success in economics legitimi-

zes the correctness of the life style and meres.

The resulting

pride in self and nation insures the perpetuation of the entire
program.

Thus goals for an educational program must be orient

ed to the goals on the economic and cultural level.

4

Relative

deprivation, (poverty) is most destructive when it must interact
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deprivation (poverty) is most destructive when

it

Relative

must interact
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with a cultural system designed to perpetuate that poverty.

A

cultural system that is "based on the development of the resources

available encourages minimal investment as a stepping stone to
financial solvency.

Without delayed gratification and frugality

these potential investments will be used and growth will be
stifled.

This life style cannot be taught unless other rewards

are offered.

The Calvinists looked forward to heaven and the

Muslims look forward to an end to oppression, pride in self and
prosperity.

The school systems of America have offered the

reward of equality but have been unable to deliver because of
the deep-seated prejudice and corruption that exists

rest of the society.
the dreamer.

m

the

A dream that is crushed also destroys

Houelessness prevents the development of ethics

that provide the possibility of success.

The creation of

a

hope factor is a realistic goal for educational programs but
imperatives upon
it must be linked with the other cultural

which economic success depends.
available in the last
If the opportunities that have become
be taken advantage of.
ten years are to be meaningful they must

Black people equality but
The dominant society has not vrantcd
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it has opened enough to permit Black people to develop their own

communities and eventually attain the position of stability,

unification and prosperity that will make equality a realistic
possibility.'

The Black community will have to develop itself.

Instead of more economic support, it is receiving less.

Not

only are there no new frontiers, the old ones are sinking.^
As the rest of the world industrializes a greater share of the

world's resources will be taken from the hands of Americans.
This will mean a decrease in the average level of affluence and

history has taught us and is teaching us again that societal
supoort of Black people will be the first item to go.

A

country

struggling to maintain its standard of living does not have the
time or resources to upgrade the standard of living of its

most impoverished part.

The backlash effect caused by the up-

heavals in the sixties will only intensify as the dominant
by insection o^ the society feels insecure and threatened
y
life style.
fiation and the concom.mi tant restrictions on

liance on self is mandatory.

8

people must buy frost
In order to develop economically Black
and patronize
Black owned stores, rave in Black owned banks
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Black businesses of all kinds.

Yet even these generally agreed

upon goals cannot b^ achieved as long as Black people believe
in white superiority in goods and services.

The schools pre-

sently teach

a

value system that supports the idea of Black in-

feriority.

A

system is needed that instills not only hope but

'

The first step in this process is for the child to see

pride.

a Black teacher and hopefully one who is proud of his or her

blackness.

Pride in self will lead to a desire for knowledge

10

In order to get knowledge of self a child will be

of self.

•

.

motivated to learn to read.

According to Preire this is the

first step in the process of a man's search and fight for his

freedom

1

Smelser’s description of a value oriented movement says
that the initial thrust is to identify an outside agent as

being resnonsible for the present undesirable state of existence.

Then it maps out a program that will circumvent these

negative agents and will lead to a desirable future.

1.

The

theory
Nation of Islam is a classical representation of this

a„d it is succeeding.

Success outside of the Nation in the

a similar role
form of a social movement will have to assume
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In fact, partly because of the Nation and
the on-going strug-

gle of all Black people, the basic elements already
partially
exist.

If viewed positively. Black pride and anti-white
sen-

timents are the component parts of identifying the agents
of
good and evil.

The public schools however are alien to this pro-

cess and this alienates the students who attend them.*^

While

Black political and economic power are increasing through efforts
to foster group consciousness the public school system seeks to

denigrate this consciousness.

Not only is integration a hypo-

critical offer, it in effect, produces attitudes that make real

integration less likely.
Because Black children have in the past been forced into

vocational education as opposed to academic programs, the most
progressive schools now try to make all Blacks college material.

This has resulted in a glut of Black degrees in the human-

ities, but these degrees have done little to make possible a
Ik

spectrum of skills and crafts in Black America.

This reaction

policy coupled with a lack of planning for a "complete" educa-

tional program have created school systems that are retarding
progress.

Education should offer the hope, the dream and the
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skills to live a stable, productive and reasonably secure
life
in a viable community.

You do not have to be a doctor or

lawyer in this situation but you cannot be a junkie or a prostitute.

The community needs doctors and lawyers however and the

only way you can count on their being there is for them to have
a commitment to that community.

Unless this sense of pride and

commitment is established the most capable and successful members
of a community will desert it.

wanting to leave

a

No one can fault a person for

ghetto but one can find fault if that person

does not try to make it a community he or she would want to

return to.

That utopian dream is basic to any mass movement and

unless a communities' leaders support it they cannot be part
of it.

J

When such a situation exists, that community has no

choice but to support organizations like the Nation of Islam.

That is why the Nation is considered the organization for many
of the masses just as the N.A.A.C.P. and the Urban League are

the organizations of Black professionals.

Unity is the key that heals this split and makes extremes
unnecessary.

Yet, unity is often so identified with strict

rationalism that many who could aid this process resist

it,
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either out of fear, a belief that it leads to bigotry, or con-

sideration about personal success.

Barbara Sizemore has offered

us a theory that pictures separatism (a tenet of nationalism)
as a natural developmental stage in the process of achieving

equality.

1

While this stage may be a dangerous one, the lack

of an emphasis in this direction may be even more dangerous.
In The Choice

.

Sam Yette presents a clear picture of what will

and is happening to a powerless and useless class of people.

A

community that is little more than a consumer of other peoples'
products will get the worst of those products ana the highest

prices only as long as they last.

'

Then it will get nothing.

It is important to remember that Elijah Muhammad has tail-

ored the Nation of Islam to what he perceives as the needs of

nation building in Black America.

By their very nature, their

insistence on nationalism, Black Muslims are unable to follow
the basic tenets of Islam i.e., the belief in the universal

^

brotherhood of man.

Islam, within the Nation of Islam, can

only be understood as a tool used to accomplish specific ends.
Some of these ends are:
code; to identify

a.

to create and instill a strict moral

devil (the white man); to glorify self;
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to instill an ethic conducive to
economic growth; to create
a sense of ’’proper” family
arrangement and to create at least

the illusion of separateness and independence
from the dominant
system.

Because the religion of Islam is crucial
only to the

extent it can be used to accomplish realistic
secular goals, it
should be possible to substitute nonreligious dogma
to accomplish

many of the same goals.
The University of Islam is used like all school systems

instill beliefs in the young.

t

Once a cohesive system of beliefs

is established it becomes possible to teach traditional curri-

culum materials with the implicit or explicit understanding
that such knowledge has a definite use and reality value.

It

therefore behooves the student to excel for his personal and

group benefit.

The Nation of Islam fulfills the promises implied

in this process by absorbing that part of the labor force unable
to find outside employment.

The helping of self is crucial to

the success of a nationalistic group.

The success of a Black pub] ic school system depends on a

program of positive affective as well as cognitive education end

concurrent community revitalization.

The process is cyclical
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ar.d

self-reinforcing.

part.

The school system has to contribute its

It must instill economic, social, and moral ethics
that

encourage the development of the community of which it is

a part.

Black children should think in terms of buying Black, etc. and

pressure their parents to do the same.

The developin'- business

enterprises have an obligation to hire Black people and to supply quality services and merchandise.
The school system, will also be responsible for developing

cognitive skills that are applicable to
opportunities.

a

whole range of career

An emphasis will be placed on fulfilling the

needs of community enterprises.

Tt is obvious that the dual

trends towards nationalism and integration are basic to economic
development.

Most Black people will have to find jobs in white

owned businesses but a developing Black economic system will em-

ploy that percentage of the population unable to find work
in mainstream economic circles.

If this dual policy works the

process of white economic exploitation of Blacks will in effect
be reversed.
nr.d

A level of

equilibrium will be reached where Black

white people have relatively equal influence on the economic

of each other.
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By insisting upon a nationalist psychology,
standards of

prosperity will no longer be measured against
the white standard 19
.

Prosperity instead will depend on the health
and well being of
Black people as a community.

This in turn will negate the ef-

fects of "poverty’' that are detrimental to
educational achievement.

Relative deprivation produces hopelessness, apathy,
and

defeatism only as long as the standards of the haves are placed
on the have-nots.

In defining a more realistic life style for

Black people, denying a white middle class standard set far above
their financial means should be an important step.
Urging Black people to accept a realistic life style is not

suggesting the acceptance of second class citizenship or a permanent disparity between Black and white income levels.

It is

suggesting that eventual equality depends on self-development.

Self-development depends on using what you have to get what you
want and this takes a frugal life style and investment for future rewards.
The Characteristics of a Black Public School System
The discussion in the first four chapters leads to several

fairly specific prerequisites in constructing a Black school
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system.

These must he balanced with the limitations put on

change by the existing structure and should be viewed as a

model into which the present system could evolve.
School Boards

-

Political Control

Basic to change in a public school system is

amount of political power.

a certain

School boards and their equivalents

are often elected or in some cases appointed by the top locally

elected official.

It is important that these boards be con-

trolled or heavily influenced by responsible representatives of
the Black community.

They usually have direct control of the

school budget, therefore control of every aspect of the schools

operation down to specific curriculum offerings.

In an in-

control
creasingly large percentage of cities, Black political
is already a fact.

In these cities, as well as many others

spokesmen at diffclose to achieving Black political control,
continuum fight
erent ends of the nationalist-integrationist
out a mutually benefic?.al
with each other instead of working

stance.

negotiation
However, In the process of experimentation,

tend to reach solutions that
and compromise these communities
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are in the interests of Black children.

'

It is the cities

where the Black community does not control hut does influence
the school hoard that the problems become harder to resolve.

Neighborhood Schools
One of the ways Black people can maximize their influence
on local school boards they do not control is to support posi-

tions traditionally held by white conservatives.

Black people

who want control of the education of their children are usually
as much anti-bussing, pro-neighborhood schools as white racists.

Do not forget that the Supreme Court decisions concerning de-

segregation were made on the basis of insuring
al opportunity.

equal,

education-

In other words no other method could be found

Black schools
to guarantee that children attending predominantly

won

countreceive the same amount of money as their white

erparts in more affluent communities.

There are however alter-

resources.
native methods of achieving equality of

Within any

trade off for supporting the
siven school system this can he a

neighborhood school concept.

21

.

schools is the
Another important element of neighborhood
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relative availability of people for PTA's, community school
councils etc.
forre of

These organizations provide the most direct

pressure that can be brought to bear on an individual

school or teacher.

Because of their importance, everythin"

possible should be done to support them.

A

community school

council is also a vital part of a viable conscious community.

They serve as a focus for deciding what people want their children taught.

This interaction is a stronghth.cn ing binding pro-

cess for the community as

a

whole.

Teachers
One of the biggest stumbling blocks hindering change in the

present school system is the teachers, especially as they are

represented by their unions.

practically impossible to fire
of law occurs.

Once tenure is granted it becomes
a

teacher unless a gross violation

Any attempt to fire teachers in any large numbers

for incompetence or racism would be prevented by either the courts
or the union.

However, new applicants can be put through a tough

screening process and only those with positive attitudes and
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useful skills hired.

The city car also insist that all city

employees reside in the city and teachers in the communities
where they teach.

While such a requirement might he negated

in court the atmosphere could easily he made unpleasant for

undesirable teachers.

It is crucial to remember that an aware

insistent community can bring about a dramatic change in the
classroom, effecting both teachers and students.

Previously

poor, apathetic teachers can become exciting and concerned

they feel that parents and students care.

**

i

2^

Institutions of teacher training have a responsibilit

1

''

to prepare teachers capable of aiding the development of the

school system and indirectly the community.

They have a re-

sponsibility to train Black teachers for Black children; train
them ideologically as well as cognitively.

This training

should emphasize nationalist ideology as much as it does in-

tegrationist ideology.

Teachers must understand both and how

each can be used to achieve the same goal so they can explain

both orientations to their students.

They must remember that

they have more of an obligation than a simple presentation of
the subject matter.

They are responsible for the affective as
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well as cognitive development of their students and cannot let
one prevent equal achievement in the other.

Curriculum

Many Black educators and parents have come to agree with
conservatives on insisting that teaching "basics is the most
important function of the school.
learn to read and write.

pip
'

Children must first of all

They cannot "become proficient

complex fields until they have

a

command of the basics.

in more

Whet

is often forgotten is that the methods of teaching the basics

are a significant factor in their successful assimilation.

Seldom if ever are Black history or Black life depicted in the

material used in primmers or in more advanced classes.

The

interest and curiousity of young Black students is unlikely to
be aroused by Dick and Jane and Spot.

While books relating

positively to Black children arc slowly beginning to appear
the field is still highly restricted.
In discussing the teaching of basics the question of the

existence of a Black language comes up.

’'"any

linguists have

demonstrated that the English used by Black children

is not a

fact a sound
poor rendition of Standard English but it is in
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linguistic system -in and of itself 26

Should the Black child

be forced to give up his ovm language in order to learn
stan-

dard or can he learn written standard based on his
27

•

English?'

oral.

Plach

Again a valuable way of proceeding might depend

upon a full explanation of the problem

,to

the student.

This

should be done in such a say that he is not humiliated or em-

barrassed by the teacher as is now so often the case wh^n teacher
are faced .with Black English.
In the later grades,

Junior High and High School, a strong

emphasis should be placed on Black history and on the contemporary condition of Black people.

Besides providing knowledge the

schools also have the opportunity to produce a concerned in-

volved young adult based on his concern and involvement as
student.

a

If he can be made to feel that he is part of a de-

veloping community which will allow him a vital role, he wii
.

hopefully pursue his education to a purpose.
,

n

28

This brings us back to the necessity of realistic career
planning.

On this level the school system must maintain firm

contact with all aspects of the community.

The schools are

with
charmed with the responsibility of providing the community
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the skills it needs.

Only input from business, social and

political leaders can pinpoint these needs and outline a

program of training.
Students
The student population of a school system is an in+egral

part of the educational process.

Any school system will fail

unless the students are committed to its success.

Most of the

changes suggested so far are designed to secure this commitment.
If the program is valid in the eyes of the students, they will

also be receptive to discipline.

Discipline for a purpose

they can understand, will not increase rebellion, it w ill instead
make the realization of the program possible.

Irresponsible

discipline or discipline for its own sake creates alienation.
Discipline that is essentia? to achieving commonly held goals
creates an esprit de corps and encourages the educational process.
The restrictions presently used in the public schools to

control students who do not want to be there and the expulsion
are
policy that goes into effect when these restrictions fail

examples of destructive meaningless discipline.

It.

only makes
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sense in a system where education is secondary to control.

7/hat

is especially frightening about the results of integration in

the South is the increase in the rate of expulsion of Black
students."'

7

This is merely an extension of destructive disci-

pline in its most racist form.

Unable or Unwilling?
The failure of the vast majority of the school systems in
the United States to educate Black children could be attri-

buted to an inability based on large classes, lack of supplies,
To be sure cities, especially, have

numbers o^ teachers etc.

huge monetary problems and the school
ing tide of tax payer rebellion.

why cannot children learn
The fact is, they can.

systems face an increas-

The question still comes back,

in less than optional conditions?

The University of Islam as well as

other impoverished parochial efforts have generally produced
school systems superior to many public school systems.

Results

involved and
have been achieved because parents are closely

want to learn
because students are in an environment where they
Black have
Some public school systems that are predominantly

education of their students
also achieved notable success in the

30
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These schools also perceive themselves in terms of
carrying
out a mission.

This concept is usually killed in many public

schools by a bureaucracy and staff that perceive their occu-

pation in monetary and status terms.

Students are often seen

as animals who must be controlled in. order to pick up a check

at the end of the pay period.

Students see teachers as author-

itarian figures who will purposely embarrass them or pet them
into trouble with their parents or the law.

Between the two

there are no common goals or areas of concern or work.
is generally widened by racial

ar.d

The gap

cultural differences.

The

inevitable cycle of negative reinforcement of the attitudes
of each side ends with alienation of both.

Can a common ground be found?

Given the history and social

conditions of the United States, it seems doubtful.

The politi-

cal system operates to extend and protect priviledge.

As long

as the majority feel that their priviledge is threatened by

minorities they will resist equality.

Competition and

individualism are the roots of this system and they are so ingrained they cannot be compromised.

The only segment of

the peculation where these rules are violated and help becomes
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legitimate are arrong those who have already made

it.

Subsidies

to the rich are said to support the free enterprise
system

while subsidies to the poor are signs of creeping socialism
and communism.

Most teachers never question this system.

only try to pass it on to their students.

They

To ask teachers net

to be racist and to provide a good education for their students
is in

many respects asking them to deny the structure that hires

and supports them; and to,

in effect,

deny themselves.

Minority

students are often required to deny themselves if they come to

believe or are even willing to listen to what
say.

a

teacher has to

People resist denying their own existence, so communica-

tion dees not take place.

Only when teachers and students are working for the same
goals, speaking the same language and reacting to society in

similar ways does education occur.

That is why middle-class

white students succeed and Black students fail in the public
schools
As the trauma of the inability to teach or learn is rou-

tinized both teachers and students become unwilling to even

enter into the process.

It is this unwillingness that must he
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attacked

The desire to accomplish something can
overcome

.

obstacles that seemed insurmountable previously.

This,

desire,

this motivation, only comes about when people have a
chance of

attaining goals that are meaningful to them.

This attainment

can be tangible if limited rewards are seen as a step to treater rewards.

The first tangible reward produces hope and by re-

moving its opposite, crippling apathy, the realization of the
full potentials of
-

a

person or a people is made possible.

."But

an ideology must exist within which this process can occur.
A Social Movement

History teaches us that any significant reorganization of
the economic and social conditions of a society can only come

about through a major social movement.-'
this movement becomes. a revolution.

In extreme cases

For a segment of soc-

iety that is in the minority, revolution is impossible unless

they

can.

involve the majority.

In the late sixties Black people

moved in the direction of violent social conflict but the po-

wer of the state and the desertion of allies not only killed
this movement, but also set the stage for a massive white backlash.
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This backlash in part of the political
motivation behind the cn
forced disappearance of poverty programs.
ever,

The period did, how-

increase the awareness of the Black community.

The limit-

ed progress that was made created hope and
a rise in the expec-

tations of the masses of poor people.
Thus the time is ripe for a social movement that will take

advantage of those years of struggle and attempt to unify and

strengthen the Black community.

At the present time the school

system is an obstacle to this process.

Traditional racist tea-

chers continue the destruction of young Black minds.

New,

more progressive teachers are ideologically opposed to nationalistic type movements.

Every major teacher training institution

because of its predom.inantlv white staff and student bodv is
incapable of supporting such a movement.

Yet,

it is exactly

>

this type of movement that the Black community needs to survive.

The disease within the Black community has become more serious

than the oppression from without.

While the two are related

they do not have to be mutually causal.

In fact,

given the

opportunity and motivation oppressed groups often develop even
greater solidarity.

But a group cannot survive fighting enemies
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within and without.

To develop needed solidarity the youth
es-

pecially must be given a purpose and be disciplined
to achieve
it.

The schools are crucial to the process.

reformed, new ones must be started.

Unless they can be

The reforms need not be total.

A dedicated core with political and parental support can
change
the entire thrust of a given school or school system.

At a

minimum dope and violence against as well as among students must
be eliminated.

The possiblility of change exists.

It will become reality

if well meaning educators understand the road to equality is a

long and difficult path.

Part of this path requires national-

istic movements and these movements are the only way of reaching

those final goals of equality and prosperity for all.

Black

people have the potential to help change and improve this country.
Once it is powerful and quasi-self -reliant the Black community

will be in a position to assume its rightful place in this society.

APPENDIX
A.

t

WHAT THE MUSLIMS WANT

ThiS is the question asked “°st frequently
and the blacks.

The answers to this question

I

-by

both the whites

shall state as

simply as possible.
1.

We want freedom.

We want a full and complete freedom.

2.

We want justice.

Equal justice under the law.

We want

justice applied equally to all, regardless of creed
or class
or color.
3.

We want equality of opportunity.

We want equal membership

in society with the best in civilized society.
4.

We want our people in America whose parents or qrendra rents

were descendants from slaves, to be allowed to establish
state or territory of their own

elsewhere.

-

a separate

either on this continent or

We believe that our former slave masters are ob-

ligated to provide such land and that the area must be fertile
and minerally rich.

We believe that our former slave masters

are obligated to maintain and supply our needs in this separate

territory for the next 20 to 25 years
duce and supply our own nc^ds.

-

until we are able to nro-
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Si.nce we cannot get

after giving

therm

alon- with them ir peace and eaualit"

400 years of our sweat and blood and receiving:

in return some of the worst treatment human beings
have ever

experienced, wo believe our contributions to this land and
the

suffering forced upon us by white America, justifies our demand
for complete separation in a state or territory of our own.
5-

eral

We want freedom for all Believers of Islam now held in fedprisons.

We want freedom for all black men and women now

under death sentence in innumerable prisons in the North as

well as the South.
We want every black man and woman to have the freedom to

accept or reject being separated from the slave master's children
and establish a land of their own.

We know that the above plan for the solution of the black
and white conflict is the best and only answer to the problem

between two people.
6.

We want an immediate end to the police brutality and mob

attacks against the so-called Negro throughout the United

States.

We believe that the Federal government should intercede
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to sec that "black men and women tried in white courts receive

justice in accordance with the laws of the land

-

or allow us

to build a new nation for ourselves, dedicated to justice, -free-

dom and liberty.
As lonr as we are not allowed to establish a state or torr-

?.

itory of our own, we demand not only equal justice under the
laws of the United States, but equal employment opportunities
NOW!

-

V/e

do not believe that after 400 years of ^ree or

r

early

free labor, sweat and blood, which has helped America become

rich and powerful, that so many thousands of black people should
have to subsist on relief, charity or live in poor houses.
We want the government of the United States to exempt our

P.

people from ALL taxation as long as we are deprived of equal
justice under the laws of the land.
9

.

We want equal education

-

but separate schools up to 16

girls be
for boys and 18 for girls on the condition that the

sent to women’s colleges and universities.

We want all black

teachers.
children educated, tauqht and trained by their own

will make
Under such schooling system we believe wo

a botto.
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nation of people.

The United Staten government
should pro-

vide, free, all necessary
text books and equipment, schools
and

college buildings.

The Muslim teachers shall be left
free to

teach and train their people in the
way of righteousness, de-

cency and self respect.
We believe that intermarriage or
race mixing should be pro-

10.

hibited.

We want the religion of Islam taught
without hinder-

an c e or suppression.

These are some of the things that we, the Muslims,
want
for our people in North America.

B.

WHAT THE MUSLIMS BELIEVE

1.

We "believe in the One Sod Whose proner Name is Allah.

2.

We believe in the Holy Qur-an and in the Scriptures of all

the Prophet^ of Sod.
3-

We believe in the truth of the Bible, but we believe that

it has been tampered with and must bo reinterpreted so that

mankind will not be snared by the falsehoods that have been added
to it
4.

We believe in Allah's Prophets and the Scriptures they
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brought to the people.
5.

We "believe in the resurrection of the dead

resurrection

-

"but

in mental resurrection.

-

not in physical

We "believe that

the so-called Negroes are most in need of mortal resurrection:

therefore, they will he resurrected first.

Furthermore, we believe we are the people of God's choice,
as it has "been writter, that ^od would choose the rejected and

the despised.

We can find no other persons fittin

0-

this dercr*

-n **

tion in these last days more than the so-called Negroes in America.
6.

We "believe in the resurrection of the righteous.
We believe in the judgment; we believe this first judgment

will take place as God revealed, in America.
?.

We believe this is the time in history for the separation

of the so-called Negroes and the so-called white Americans.

V/e

believe the black man should be freed in name as well as in ^act

Pv this we mean that he should be freed from the names imposed
upon him by his former slave masters.
him as being the slave master's slave.

Names which identified
We believe that if we

are free indeed, we should go in our own people's names

black peoples of the earth.

-

the
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We 'believe in justice for all, whether in hod or not; we

8.

believe as others, that we are due equal justice as human beings.
We believe in equality

-

as a nation

-

of equals.

We do not

believe that we are equal with our slave masters in the status
of "freed slaves".

We recognize and respect American citizens as independent

peoples and we respect their laws which govern this nation.
9.

We believe that the offer of integration is hypocritical and

is made

by those who are trying to deceive the black peoples

into believing that their 400 year old open enemies of freedom

justice and equality are, all of a sudden, their "friends".

Furthermore, we believe that such deception is intended to pre-

vent black people from realizing that the time in history has
arrived for the separation from the whites of this nation.
their professed
If the white people are truthful about
prove it hy
friendship toward the so-called Negro, they can

dividing up America with their slaves.
he able to furnish
We do not believe that America will' ever

unemployed, in addition to
enough jobs for her own millions of
as well.
jobs for the 20,000,000 black people

-15010.

We believe that we

v/ho

declared ourselves to be righteous

Muslims, should not participate in wars which take the lives of
humans.

We do not believe this nation should force us to take

part in such wars, for we have nothin? to gain from it unless

America agrees to give us the necessary territory wherein we may
have something to fight for.
11.

We believe our women should be respected and protected

as the women of other nationalities are respected a^d prc+ected.
12.

We believe that Allah (God) appeared in the Person

Master

W.

Fard Muhammad, July, 1930; the long-awaited "Messiah"

of the Christians and the "Mahdi" of the Muslims.

We believe further and lastly that Allah is God and besides

Him there is no God and He will bring about a universal governtogether.
ment of peace wherein we all can live in peace
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(New York:
11.

)
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14.
Bobby Kennedy used this medium to make
himself a
champion of the poor and oppressed. Extensive
trips
to the g 0 n+h
th
during 1967 as a member of the Senate Poverty
Subcommittee
rot
only exposed the poverty in these areas
v
firmly established his national image. I7iL
The CBS documentary
Hunger
America”, also brought these facts to
public action

L
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m

15Michael Harrington, The Oth er Amer i c a
Poverty in the
United States (New Yorks Macmillan, 1962
Een Bagdikian,
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(New York:
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Brookings Institution, 1969 ).
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and the Politics of Controversy (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1967 ).
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Peter Schrag, The Village School Downtown (Boston:
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Beacon Press, 1968). b. James Herndon, The Way It Spozed To Be
(New York:
Avon Press, 1964). c. Bel Kaufman, Up the Down
Staircase (New York: Avon Press, 1964). d. Jonathan Kozol,
Death at an Early Age (New York: Bantam Books, 1968 ).
e.
Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom (New York:
Random House, 1970).
f. Dentler, Mackler and Warshauer, eds.,
The Urban R's:
Race Relations as the Problem in Urban Education
(New York:
Praeger, 1967 )
gl Harold Howe, Kenneth Clark,
et al, Racism and American Education (New York:
Random House,
Vintage"i 1970
h
Eleanor Burke Leacock, Teaching and Learning
In City Schools (New York: Basic Books, 1969
i. Wilson C. Riles
Urban Education Task Force Report: Final Report of the Task
Force on Urban Education to the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (New York:
Praeger, 1970 )
•

)

.

.

)

•

,

18.
Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as
Subversive Activity (New York: Dell Publishing Co
1969
.

a

)

Robert Rosenthal, Pygmalion in the Classroom (New York:
19*
Harcourt, Brace and World, I 968
)

Kenneth Clark, A Possible Reality (Metropolitan
pi 14
Center, Inc )
Research
Applied
20.

.

,
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21.
Seymour B. Sarason, The Culture of the School an d the
Problem of Change (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.)

22

Ibid

.

.

,

p.

236

.

23.
Richard Schaye and David Yarington, "Reading Teachers
for Urban Schools:
New Attitudes, Imoroved Skills", Career
Opportunities Research Memoranda Series (Amherst: Center for
Urban Education, University of Massachusetts, School of Education, May, 1972). Vol 14.
.

26.
24.

Kenneth Clark, New York Times (January 12, 1970).
Sarason, Culture of the School and the Problem of

25.

Change

,

p.

193*

The strong showing of Governor George Wallace in the
1968 and 1972 primaries and the 1968 election; as well as President Nixon's victory in both elections show a definite change
in attitude toward domestic problems.
This emphasis is all the
more startling following as it does on the Kennedy and Johnson
presidencies. The rhetoric that politicians use when dealing
with the poor sets the stage for the manner in which the poor
will be treated. Tiie Nixon administration has been hostile and
followed through by dismantling the Office of Economic Opportunity.
29.
27.

Leon Friedman, ed., Argument: The Oral Argument
Before the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education of
Chelsea House Publishers, 19^9)
Topeka, 1952-^5 (New York:
A concise yet comprehensive survey of empirical
28.
rationales and programmatic solutions to integration is Robert
W. Hellis, "Desegregation, Integration and Urban Schools"
in Towar d Improved Urban Education ed. by Frank W. Lutz
Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 1970),
Ohio:
( Worth ington
,

.

,

pp.

35-62.

This overwhelming concern with integration is especi
ally evident in the national program and actions of the.
N.A.A.C.P., the most prestigious and well established civil
rights group. The suspension of Robert Williams from the
Monroe, North Carolina chapter of the N.A.A.C.P. he headed
with
in 1959 for urging fellow Blacks to protect themselves,
recent
more
.A
example.
famous
one
arms if necessary, is but
presand relevant example is the suspension of Lonnie King,
entire
his
and
N.A.A.C.P.
the
of
chapter
ident of the Atlanta
not
does
that
plan
school
a
supporting
board of directors for
call for complete integration of the Atlanta school system.
This will be reviewed in Chapter V.
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El
the April 27, 1973 issue of Muhammad Sneaks, -n.
?
Samuel?°L..
Ethridge, NEA director of Teacher Rights is
quote d as
a
ln
tnat U
50,000 black students are being ^forced out
^i
ii5
?
fv,
ol
Southern
schools following integration”. The article
e
Ek ha reports of "illegal student suspensions,
J*
J
r cial intimidation,
physical
violence and even murder of students
the South".

~

™
^
m
^

31*
Raymond W. Mack, Our Children's Burden:
Studie s of
Desegregation, in. Nine American Communities (New York! Random
House, 1968)^
Lillian B. Rubin, Busing and Backlash (Berkplpv.
University of California Press, 1972
)

32.
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Federal Civil Rights
Enforcement Effort (Washington: G.P.O., 1970T U.S? Commission
on Civil Rights, Racial Isolation in the Public Schools
(Washington:
G.P.O., 1967 ).
33-

(New York:

.Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom
Random House, 1970).

Arthur Jensen, "How Much Can We Boost I.Q. and
34.
Scholastic Achievement?" Harvard Education Review 39
Winter, 1969 pp. 1-123*
.

.

.

The percentage of Black families with incomes of
35*
$10,000 or more has increased from 9^ in i 960 to 24^ in 1969
compared with an increase of 27 ^ to 49^ for white families.
"The Social and Economic Status of Negroes in the
United States, 1970" Special Studies U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census, B.L.S. Report No. 39^» Current
Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 38, p. 28.
The percentage of persons enrolled in college be36
tween the ages of 18 and 24 years of age was 10^ in 1965 and
16^ in 1970 for Blacks and 2o^ in 1965 and 27^ in 1970 for
Ibid., p. 82.
whites.
.

CHAPTER TWO
1.
John C. Williams and John R. Stabler, "If White Means
Good Then Black ..." in Psychology Today July, 1973. This
article presents a concise review of the research on negative
racial stereotypes among young school children, concentrating
specifically on color.
It shows that preschoolers (regardless
of race) have negative attitudes towards the color black.
White
children have a significantly higher negative response.
.

2.
The Social and Economic Status of Negroes 1970 U.S.
Department of Commerce, pp. 27-28
From 1965 to 1970 Negro
family income rose from 54# to 61 # of white family income.
The percentage of Black families with an income of $10,000
or more rose from 9^ in i 960 to 24# in 1969 compared with a
rise from 27# to 49# for white families.
.

William Spring, Bennett Harrison and Thomas Victorisz,
"Crisis of the Underemployed" New York Times Nov. 5» 1972, p. 43.
Using evidence from the 1970 census for 51 urban areas the authors found that 60# of the workers did not earn enough to
maintain a decent standard of living and 30 # could not even
earn a poverty level income.
49*5- of the people in the area
surveyed were Black. The authors also point out that the Department of Labor misrepresents its unemployment and underemployment figures.
"Income Figures Deceptive" Waterburv American July 2,
Census Bureau report to the effect that
(AP)
I 973
p. 3
medium family income for white families was $ 11,550 in 1972
Census Bureau
as compared with $6,860 for Black families.
in closing
advance
claims that Black families make little
income gap in 1972
.

.

,

.

Gerald Fraser, "N.A.A.C.P. Assails Critics of
Blacks", New York Times
- June 17, 1973» P* 35* This article
presents both sides of the argument of whether Blacks are
making significant gains or not. The N.A.A.C.P. response
was in answer to an article by Ben J. Wattenberg and Richard M.
Scammon entitled "Black Progress and Liberal Rhetoric" which
appeared in the April, 1973, issue of Commentary
C.

.

3

.

Ramsey Clark, Crime in America (New York:

Book, 1971), p.
4.

Ibid

.

,

^8.

Chapter
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N tlonal Advisory Commission on Civil
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Disorder Report
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pf the Nation
al Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (New
York:
Bantam Books, 1968), pp. 274-275.
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John Wiley and Sons, 1955)# p.
cf. The Social and
Economic Status of Negroes 1970 U.S. Department' of Commerce.
6
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York:
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7*
Louis Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, eds., Institutional
Racism in America (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1969
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pp.

5-7

.

8
Rhett S. Jones, "Proving Black Inferior, 1870-1930",
Black World February, 1971.
.

James P. Comer, Beyond Black and White (New York:
9.
Quadrangle Books, 1972), pp. 140-192.
10.

Ibid

.

p.

203.

11.

Ibid.,

p.

198.

.

12.
John Horje Franklin, From Slavery To Freedom (New
York:
Knopf, 1956).
cf Eugene Genovese, The Political Econ omy of Slavery (New York:
Random House, Vintage, 1965 )
.

•

A good discussion of the disbursement of land in the
13.
United States and the exclusion of the black man can be found
in Beyond Black and White by James Comer, pp. 76-79*
14.

C.

2nd ed. rev.;

Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow
Oxford University Press, 1966 ).
(New York:

Gabriel Kolko, The Triumph of Conservatism: A Re 15.
18.
(New York:
interpretation of American History. 1900-1916
Free Press of Glencoe, 1963)*
.

Oxford
16.
C. Wright Mills, Power Elite (New York:
University Press, Inc., Galaxy Books, 1959); This book
presents the classical argument for a conscious self-perpetuting elite of top government, military and industrial leaders.

Gerard Piel, Consumers of Abundance (Santa Barbara,
17.
California: Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions,
1961) part of the book by the same name published by Alfred
A. Knopf.

Langston Hughes, "Fight for Freedom: The Story of
the N.A.A.C.P." (New York: Morton, 1962 ), p. 78 in Comer,
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Beyond Black and White
"Thousands of complaints concerning the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration poured into N.A.A.C.P.
Private charities - even a number of religious organoffices.
izations - also found ways of favoring needy whites over needy
Some soup kitchens and bread lines shamelessly turned
Negroes.
away Negro men and women.
.Hunger and discrimination kept
official company from coast to coast."
.

.

.

George Friedmann, Industrial Society: the Emergence
19.
Macmillan Co. ,
of the Human Problems of Automation (New York:
Free Press, 1955 )
20.

Knowles and Prewitt, Institutional Racism

,

Chapter

2.

Proof of this can be found in the fact that "the first
half of the 1960's has been a period of substantial prosperity,
but unemployment in the United States has averaged well over
Richard G.
5# of the total labor force during this period."
and
Harper
York*
(New
Economics
Steiner,
and Peter
Lipsey22.
American
the
of
committee
"thus,
a
cf.
Row, 1966), p. 10.
Economic Association in 1950 defined full employment to mean
that qualified peoole who seek jobs at prevailing wage rates can
find them in productive activities without considerable delay
23.
Full employment is the absence of mass unemployment.
Barry N. Siegel, Aggregate Economics and P ublic Policy (HomeRichard Irwin, Inc., I960), p. 291.
wood, Illinois:
21.

.

.

.

24.

Seymour Martin Lipset, Politica l Man.: The Social
Bases of Politics (New York: Anchor Books, 1959land Robert
Yale University Press, 1961)
Dahl, W ho Governs ? (New Haven:
and streng ths
give generally accepted accounts of the weaknesses
of democracy in America.

Martin and Susan Tolchin, To the Vi p .or
.Vhite
Political Patronage from the Cl u bhouse to the
Random House, 1971).
(New York!
jt
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.
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Herbert E. Alexander, Financing the 1964 Election
Citizens Research Foundation, ±9o6),
(Princeton, N.J.:
Chapter IV.
Focus
"Pan sus Issues Figures in Voter Turnout"
Vol.
Joint cfnter for Political Studies.
(Washington" S?C?,
No. 3, January, 1973)* P* 8
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Samuel Yette, The Choice: The Issue of
Black Survival
America (New York: gTp" Putnam Sons, I971 ”
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.
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-

)

Kenneth Clark, A Possible Reality (Metropolitan
lxan
a
p
Applied
Research Center), p. 15.
31*
Samuel Yette, The Choice provides one of the most
critical analyses of the poverty program from a Black
perspective.
32.
Seymour Lipset, Political Man emphasizes the idea of
social contract as being basic to any system of government.
.

Harold Cruse, The Crisis of the Neg~r 0 Intell ectual
33
(New York:
William Morrow and Co., Inc., 1968 ). Cruse presents the argument and information upon which most of this
section is based.
•

Ibid , p. 565
34,
cf. The social history and conditions
of Blacks
America up till 1911 can be found in W.E.B. Du Bois,
"The Negro Race in the United States of America", in Interracial Problems ed. by G. Spiller (New York: The Citadel
Press, 1970).
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CHAPTER THREE

eVieW

most of the sociologioal^theories°used^in
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°t found
S?s°cha rf
in Alex Inkeles,
What is Soclo?o^?
6
d Pro e ~
si£n (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.'I
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meT ?hat
that change circumstances and that the ed}
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lf needS educatin S*" Marx and Engels,
Selected
Worhs p 28
.

T

.

4.

*

^

Marx and Engels, Selected Works

,

p.

679

.

Ma * WCber The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
5*
ltalism
(New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948).
£§J2
cf.
see the excellent work by Giovanni Sartori, Democratic Theory.
(Detroit:
Wayne State University Press, 1962j^
"Democracy,
we could say, is the fruit of an ideocracy, meaning by this
that no historical venture of man has depended in so pronounced and hazardous a manner on the force of ideas
." p. 455
_

,

.

.

.

6
Peter Berger, Invitation to Sociology (New York:
Anchor Books, 1963 deals with the formative function (socialization) of a society and the pressures put on each individual. to conform to the generally held world view of those
around him. This process is also applicable to the sociologist.
cf. Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia:
An Introduc tion to the Sociology of Knowledge (New York: Harcourt. Brace
and World, Harvest Books, 1936).
cf. R. Merton "The Sociology of Knowledge" in Social Theory and Social Structure
Chapter 12 and 13
.

)

The failure of the social scientist, the impossibil7
ity of complete objectivity and a suggested role for the social
scientist are presented in C. Wright Mills, The Sociological
Imagination (New York: Oxford University Press 1959) and
Robert Lynd Knowledge for What? (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1939)*
.

,

,
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8
A thorough review of structural-functional
theories
can be found in the following books.
Robert K. Merton. Social
lLh.e Py and Social Structure (Glencoe, Illinois:
The Free Press
1959); Kingsley Davis, Human Society (New York: Macmillan,
19'+9); Marion Levy, The Structure of Society (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1952); Talcott Parsons, The Structure of Social Action (Glencoe Illinois: The Free Press,
19^9); and Talcott Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, Illinois:
The Free Press, 1951).
.

,.p

Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore, "Some Principles
9
of Stratification" in Reinhard Bendix and Seymour M. Lipset,
eds.
Class, Status, and Power 2nd ed.
(New York:
The
Free Press, 1966),pp. 47 - 53
.

.

,

.

10.
Equilibrium theory is a form of "functionalism" that
views society as a self correcting or healing mechanism much
like the human body.
The work most often referred to when this
analogy is made is Walter B. Cannon, The isdom of the Body
(New York:
Morton, 1932).
r

7,

11.
Melvin Tumin "Some Principles of Stratification:
A Critical Analysis", American Sociological Review . 18
(August, 1953)* PP* 387-393.

12.

Ibid

.

C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite (New York:
13.
University Press, Galaxy Books, 1956).

Oxford

The best work in this category is probably Lewis
14.
Coser, The Functions of Social Conflict (Glencoe, Illinois:
cf. Ralf Dahrendorf, Class and Class
The Free Press, 1956)
Conflict in Industrial Society (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1959
.

)

15.

Peter Berger, Invitation to Sociology

.

This is one of the vital roles of the educational proThe best argument for this is Paulo Freire, Cultural
Action for Freedom (Cambridge, Harvard Educational Review and
the Center for the Study of Development and Social Change, 1970).
16.

cess.

17.

Peter Blau, Bureaucracy in Modern Society

.

Neil J. Smelser Theory of Collective Behavior
The Free Press, 1962), p. 313
(New York:
18.

19.

,

Ibid

.

,

p.

120
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William H. Fitts, The Self Concept and Perfor^enno
1
(Nashville:
The Dede Wallace Cent e ," I 972
cf
Kenneth r^
r-v
1Srk
A^Posgible Reality, p. 15 cf. Kenneth ciark.
i&kOhSSS
(New York:
harper and Row, Evanston, 1965), pT'128
cf~ m
Deutsh, "Minority Group and Class Status as
Related to Social
and Personality Factors" in Scholastic Achievement
(ithica
New York:
Cornell University Press, i 960 ).
cf. C.L. Henton
"Relationship Between the Self Concepts of Negro Elementary
School Children and Their Academic Achievement, Intelligence
Interests, and Manifest Anxiety", (ERIC, ED 003288, 1965 ).
cf
James S. Coleman* Equ ality of E du cational Oppor tunity
C

/?,

,

*

T

-

)

'

.

’

.

•

pp.

m

290 - 330 T

Pygmalion
the Classroom (New York:
World, 1968)1

cf\ Robert Rosenthal,
Harcourt, Brace and

Edward J. Barnes, "The Black Community as the Source
23.
of Positive Self Concept for Black Children:
A Theoretical
Perspective" in Black Psychology ed. by Reginald L. Jones (New
York:
Harper and Row, 19721 presents a convincing argument on
the ability of the Black community to supply its youth with
a positive self image.
24.
Harvey Averch, et al, How Effective is Schooling ?
A Critical Review and Synthesis of Research Finding R-956-PCSF/
RC (Santa Monica, California:
Rand Corporation, 1972).
cf.
.

The Ford Foundation Comprehensive School Improvement Program
1960-1970, A Foundation Goes to School (New York: Ford Foundation, 1972 )

Michael Harrington, The Accidental Century (London:
25*
cf. Oscar Handlm, Immigration
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1966).
as a Factor in American History (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
cf. Oscar Handlin,
Prentice Hall, Spectrum Books, 1959)*
Newcomers (New York: Doubleday and Co., Anchor Books, 1962).
26.

Samuel Yette, The Choice: The Issue of Black Survival
G P. Putnam Sons, 1971)

in America (New York:

.
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chapter FOUR
1
T
following books provided most of the information
about+ the !}?
history of the development of the Nation of Islam
Elijah Muhammad, Message to the Blackman:
In America (Chicago:
Muhammad's Temple No 2 1965); Malcolm X and Alex Haley
2.
The Autobiography
of Malcolm X
(New York:
Grove Press, Inc.
1964); "Elijah Muhammad: Prophet, Architect of the Separate *
Nation3. of Islam", Ebony 25:78-80+ Aug ’70; C. Eric Lincoln,
The .Black Muslims in America (Boston: Beacon Press,
1961);
E.U. Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism:
A Search for an Ide ntity
4.
in America (New York!
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1962 ).
*

.

.

,

.

*

:

The Muslim program appears on the back of each issue
°f Muhammad Speaks (a weekly) and is reprinted in the appendix.
Also see Elijah Muhammad, Message to the Blackman pp. I 6 I-I 75
,

.

James P. Comer, Beyond Black and White (New York:
Quadrangle Books, 1972), p. 198
.

This process was outlined theoretically in Smelser's
chart on value added movements in the previous chapter. Neil
J. Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior (New York:
The Free Press 1962
In fact what is noticeable
p! 124
is the almost perfect fit between theory and reality.
,

)

,

.

Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism in chapters II and
5*
III traces the growth of the Nation of Islam out of the strong
nationalist trends in Black America.
The best source for the rationale behind these rules
6
is Elijah Muhammad, Message to the Blackman
.

.

Refer back to section on Weber in Chapter III or to
7
the source Weber, Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capita Again as with Marx and Weber the interaction between
lism
the level of ideas and the level of economics is more important
than fixing a point of causation. Also see Essiem-Udom, Black
.

.

Nationalism

,

p.

200.

Bureau of the Census, The Social and Economic Status
cf. The Muslims
of Negroes in the United States. 1970 P» ~2&.
"waste" of
the
point
to
are very sensitive about this and
issue of
In the January 5
1973
money by Black people.
Spend
"Blacks
$500
entitled
Muhammad Speaks in an article
that
claiming
study
a
site
Million on Cosmetics" the Muslims
that
but
cosmetics
on
year
a
Blacks not only spend $500 million
4
70^
60
to
that
fact
They bemoan the
this figure is growing.
8

.

.

»

»
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of this money is used for hair care items and implying
that
many of these items are for straightening hair.
At one meeting the author attended in Springfield all
9male members present contributed at least one hundred dollars
each.
Women members contributed on the average half of this
sum.
Most of the members had saved for months just so they
could make this special large contribution to the hospital fund.
.

10.
"Muhammad Speaks", Newsweek Jan. 31, 1972, p. 23 gives
estimates of Nations wealth at $75 million. cf. At a meeting
in Hartford, Connecticut the guest minister from Harlem, Louis
Farrakan, had all members present show the money they had in
their pockets.
Each one literally had a roll of bills. Even
if this is stage dressing it is a very effective recruiting
technique. All members are of course immaculately dressed°in
public
11.
The Muslims made this fact clear in every issue of
Muhammad Speaks
Not only do they documant their success they
also advertize for skilled personnel to work in a Muslim owned
enterprize
.

12

T
.

T

i

—

JUJ.11V/W J.11

,

1 ~
D
uxaufi.

LTTiS

r>o_m
t't'

'

Louis Lomax, "The Hate that Hate Produced", Mike
13*
Wallace Show 1959* References to this documentary and its
effect can be found in Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Malcolm
,

X,

pp.

236-239-

Essiem-Udom, Black Nationalism
14.
Black Muslims , Chapter VII.
15.

Malcolm

X,

,

p.

56

.

Lincoln,

The Autobiography of Malcolm X

.

pp.

301-

302 , 405.
The political organization, The Organization of
Afro-American Unity, was to have been a Black Nationalist organization. Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Malcolm _X pp. 374576.
Malcolm's assassination as well as his change in philosophy leaves to question whether he would have or could have
succeeded in maintaining a Nationalist organization with white
It seems he wanted the best of both worlds.
allies.
16.

.

,

It seems that all major assassinations leave unanswerThe guilty and the affiliation of the men in
ed questions.
jail for Malcolm X's murder are still open to question. Malcolm X's autobiography as well as his publically expressed fears
the
of reprisals by the Nation convinced a large segment of
17.
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Black community that Elijah was in fact at least indirectly
responsible.
18.
Lincoln, Black Muslims. Chapter VIII. EssienUdom, Black Nationalism Chapter II.
cf. "Muslims vs. Muslims",
Newsweek February 5 1973*
"There are now some 70 separate
Muslim sects in the U.S. alone
." pp. 61-62.
.

,

.

p.

19*
29.

.

.

"The Muslim Massacre", Newsweek January 29, 3973,

20.
"Muhammad greets 2,000 at Opening of Temple", Jet
June 15* 1972, p. 40.
21.

Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism

pp.

,

253-254. Here

he refers to the teaching of Elijah Muhammed.
22.
The author conducted informal interviews with the
director of the school in New Haven, Connecticut, Ronald X,
and the minister of the New Haven Temple, Charles L.X. He
also spoke with George X, director of the school in Springfield, Massachusetts during the summer of 1973*

There is evidence that Muslim children who do attend
23.
public schools participate in recruitment and propaganda
activities with their school mates. An extremely interesting
case study of this process is Hazel Wanner Howell, Black
Muslim Affiliation as Reflected in Attitudes and Behavior of
Negro Adolescents With its Effect on Policies and Adminis trative Procedures in Schools of Two Eastern Cities (Ed.D.
Thesis Columbia University, 1966 University Microfilms order
no. 536233.
)

,

Chapter seven goes
Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism
24.
into the specifics about the population from. which the membership is recruited. Also pp. 260-261 deals with lack of
.

credentials
Lincoln, Black Muslims pp. 127-128 gives an account
of Muslim reaction to interference with their schools by city,
Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism pp. 259-260 describes
officials.
In general the. Muslim
some of the trouble with city officials.
of legal difficulregardless
insistence on their own schools
look the
authorities
the
where
ties has created an atmosphere
other way to avoid trouble.
25.

,

,

26.

Elijah Muhammad, Message to the Blackman

27.

Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism

,

p.

271.

,

pp.

48-50.
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Ibid
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Ibid., p. 259.

31.
80,

.

pp.

261-262.
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257-258.

"Muhammad Speaks", Newsweek January 31, 1972
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32.

Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism

33

Ibid
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.
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34.

Howell, Black Muslim Affiliation

35

Meeting in Hartford mentioned in footnote no.

*

36.
106,

.

10.

"The Muslim Way", Newsweek September 25, 1972, pp.
110.

The author spoke with one such parent in New Haven,
37*
Connecticut, who was equally happy with her son’s academic
achievement and improved behavior.

Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism
38.
Black Muslims , p. 126.
39*

Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism
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CHAPTER FIVE
A very good source for the discussion of the
goals of
a Black educational program as well as the actual
design of
such a program can be found in Dan Aldridge and Grace
Lee
Boggs, cont. eds., Education to Governs
A Philosophy and Prograrn for Learning Now! (Detroit
All-African Peoples' Union,
t

2.
See the discussion of the interconnectedness of society in Chapter III and in Alex Inkeles, Y/hat is Sociology?

See discussion in Chapter III and Max Weber, The
3.
Protestant Ethic and Spirit of Capitalism
.

4.
A further consideration is that the education "industry"
is the nation's second largest with expenditures of over $50
billion a year. Grace Lee Boggs, "Education the Great Obsession",
Education 'to Govern , p. 17.
The size of this industry, the opportunities of employment associated with it are all considerations in the struggle

for Black control of Black schools.
Charles E. Billings,
"Community Control of the School and the Quest for Power",
Phi Delta Kappant
The Imperatives of Ethnic Education James
A. Banks, Ed., January, 1972.
5.

Bureau of the Census, The Social and Economic Status

of Negroes
6.

.

Samuel Yette, The Choice:
G.P. Putnam

in America (New Yorks

The Issue of Black Survival
1971

Sons~i

)

•

Lewis M. Killian, The Real White Backlash
7.
lished paper.
8.

(Chicago:

Elijah Muhammad, Message to the Blackman:
Muhammad's Temple No. 2, 1965

,

unpubIn America

)

Eleanor Burke Leacock, Teaching and Learning in City
9.
Basic Books, 1969 ).
Schools (New York:
Lerone Bennett, Jr., "Truth in the World: The
10.
Challenge of Blackness", Black World (February, 1971).
pp.

20-26.

"It is necessary for us to develop and maintain a
total intellectual offensive against the false universality
of white concepts." p.20.
11..

Paulo Freire, Cultural Action for Freedom (Cambridge:
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Harvard Educational Review and the Center for
the Study of
Development and Social Change, 1970).
Se °
on theory of Collective Behavior, value
,,
added
process in Chapter III.

Grace Lee Boggs, "Educations
Education to Govern
'

The Great Obsession",

.

14.

of Negroes

Bureau of the Census, The Social and Economic Status
the United States
1970 up. 69-60. and'p. 71.
.

Neil J. Smelser Theory of Collective Behavior (New
The Free Press, I 962

15-

York:

m

,

T

16.
Barbara Sizemore, "Is There a Case for Separate
Schools?", Phi Delta Kappan
.

David C. Caplovitz, The Poor Pay More (New Yorks
17The Free Press, 1967 ).
18.
Syed Ameer Ali, The Spirit of Islam: A History of
the Evolution and Ideals of Islam (London:
Christophers. 1922

)

19*
This is one of the main points of the Muslim program.
"Unite and stop your extravagant spending, trying to live on
the level with millionaires, and you will make heaven for yourselves like other nations have done", Messenger Muhammad's
Teachings, Muhammad Speaks (January 26, 1973)*

Probably one of the most interesting Black controlled
In an
cities where this process occurs is Gary, Indiana.
Behavior
school
system
attempt to drastically improve the
Research Laboratories was hired to operate Banneker Elementary
School.
It was the first school in the country to be turned
Late last year the experiment was
a
private company.
over to
(December
Speaks
Muhammad
dropped.
29, 1972).
20.

,

Recently such a move was made in Atlanta, Georgia,
compromise desegregation plan that concentrated more
a
through
of teaching and administrative jobs than on racequality
on
ially balancing student populations. This plan has come under
severe attack by the national office of the N.A.A.C.P. "New
Deal in Atlanta", Newsweek (July 30, 1973)*
21.

22.

(New York:

Henry M. Levin, ed., Community Control of Schools
Simon and Schuster, Clarion Books, 1970).

While there are a number of highly successful predominately Black schools, these schools are generally located
23.
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in more prosperous communities where "the parents are very
involved.
Black Schools That Work", Newsweek (January 1, 1973).

^

The Nation of Islam for instance is concerned with
insuring that all its members are literate. Paulo Freire in
Cultural A dt ion ILPJL Freedom expresses a similar concern. As
the schools get worse and worse Black parents will become
even more concerned that their children at least know how to
read and write.
.

•

.

.

.

t

Carole A. Parks, "Goodbye Black Sambo", Ebony
25.
XXVIII Number 1 (November, 1972), p. 70

.

.

26.
Joan Baratz, Teaching Black Children to Read ed. by
Joan Baratz and Roger W. Shuy (Washington, D.C.s Center for
Applied Linguistics, 1969), pp. 94-95- J-L. Dillard, Black
English (New York: Random House, 1972), p. 52. Donald R.
Moore, "Language Research and Preschool Language Training",
Language Training in Early Childhood Education ed. by Celia
Stendler Lavatelli (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
Joan Baratz, "Language and Cognitive Assess1971), PP- 6 - 8
ment of Negro Children", (unpublished paper, Center for Applied
Linguistics, American Psychological Association, San Francisco,
1968), p. 3- Ralph W. Fasold and Walt Wolfram, "Some Linguistic
Features of Negro Dialect" reprinted from Teaching Standard
English in the Inner City edited by Ralph W. Fasold and_
Roger W. Shuy (Washington: Center for Applied Linguistics,
1970).
,

,

.

Kenneth R. Johnson and Herbert D. Simons, "Black
27Children and Reading: What Teachers Need to Know", Phi Delta
The Imperatives of Ethnic Education edited by James
Kappan:
A. Banks (January, 1972).
This is the basic theme in Education to C-overn:
A Philosophy and Program for Learning Now!
28.

.

"50,000 Black Students Face School 'Push Out'".
Muhammad Speaks (April 27, 1973)29.

30.

See Footnote no. 23-

Lewis Coser, The Functions of Social Conflict (New
Wilbert E. Moore,
York: Macmillan Co., Free Press, 1956).
Hall, 1983)Prentice
N.J.:
Social Change (Englewood Cliffs,
31.
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